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We respectfully acknowledge that Brock University is located on the territories of the Haudensaunee,
Wendat and Anishinaabec Peoples
A Welcome Note
Annalee Lepp
WGSRF President
Welcome to Brock University and to the WGSRF’s annual conference! As in previous years, this year’s conference
consists of a full three days of fabulous sessions and events. In addition to four concurrent sessions running each day,
some of the highlights include: two plenary sessions featuring Kim Hall (Appalachian State University) and Dina Georgis
(University of Toronto); Dirty Plötz – The Reviled and the Revered: A Congress Cabaret; our annual awards ceremony
and reception, where we announce the winners of the WGSRF Outstanding Scholarship Prize and the Graduate and
Undergraduate Essay Prizes; a scholarly activities celebration and reception where WGSRF members can share their
scholarly accomplishments; the association’s Annual General Meeting where we review the business of the WGSRF and
elect new members to the Executive and the various committees that make all of this possible; and much more!
I wish to extend a big thank you to the following people for their amazing work in making this conference possible:
Susanne Luhmann (University of Alberta), WGSRF Conference Organizing Liaison and Conference Program Committee
Co-Chair; Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island), Conference Program Committee Co-Chair; Danielle
Normandeau (University of Alberta), Conference Administrator; Wendee Kubik (Brock University), Local Conference
Organizer; and Shannon Moore (Brock University) and Marie Lovrod (University of Saskatchewan and WGSRF President
Elect), Conference Program Committee members; the conference abstract reviewers (Joanne Muzak, Jennifer Brady,
Jennifer Gartner, Ela Przybylo, Amber Dean, Corinne Mason, Claire Carter, Janet Smith, Weronika Rogula, Katie
Aubrecht, Karen McCallum, and Cristina Stasia); and the many students at Brock University who have come forward to
assist during the conference. I also wish to thank additional members of the WGSRF Executive for their incredible work
for the association in 2013-2014: Ilya Parkins (University of British Columbia, Okanagan), Coordinators’ Liaison and
Coordinators’ Meeting Organizer; Rhiannon Bury (Athabasca University), Treasurer; Heather Latimer (University of
British Columbia), Membership Coordinator; Heather Hillsburg (University of Ottawa), Secretary; and Haley Turnbull
(McMaster University), Communications Officer.
I want to further extend great appreciation to Mylène Dorcé (Université de Montréal) for her ongoing translation work,
as well as to the dedicated members of the Outstanding Scholarship Prize Committee (Bobby Noble, York University;
Leah Allen, Duke University; Thea Cacchioni, University of Victoria; and Florence Pasche Guignard, University of
Toronto), the Graduate Essay Prize Committee (Jocelyn Thorpe, University of Manitoba; Krista Lynes, Concordia
University; Hans Rollman, York University; and Patty Douglas, University of Toronto), and the Undergraduate Essay Prize
Committee (Danielle Cooper, York University; Wendee Kubik, Brock University; Gary Lee Pelletier, York University; Kate
Daley, York University; and Heather Latimer, University of British Columbia). And finally, I wish to extend a big thanks to
Rachel Bergen (University of Victoria), the WGSRF Membership Administrator, for her hard work over the last two years,
and the WGSRF membership for continuing to support the association, including those who donated so generously to
the WGSRF Student, Unwaged, and Low Income Conference Travel Fund!

I encourage you to consider joining the work of the association by volunteering for a position on the WGSRF executive or
on one of the committees.
Have a wonderful conference everyone! 
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Nous reconnaissons respectueusement que l'Université Brock est située sur les territoires des peuples
Haudensaunee, Wendat et Anishinaabec
Mot de bienvenue
Annalee Lepp
Présidente de la WGSRF
Bienvenue à l'Université Brock et à la conférence annuelle de la WGSRF! Comme auparavant, la conférence de cette
année comprend trois jours remplis de sessions et d'événements fabuleux. En plus des quatre séances qui se dérouleront
de façon concurrente chaque jour, certains des faits saillants de la conférence comprennent : deux séances plénières
mettant en vedette Kim Hall (Appalachain State University) et Dina Georgis (Université de Toronto) ; Dirty Plötz – The
Reviled and the Revered: A Congress Cabaret ; nos réception et cérémonie de remise de prix annuelles, durant lesquelles
nous annoncerons les lauréats du Prix pour travail universitaire de qualité exceptionnelle, et des Prix pour essai de
premier cycle et Prix pour essai de niveau de cycle supérieur ; une réception et célébration des activités universitaires,
durant laquelle les membres de la WGSRF pourront partager leurs réussites universitaires, l'Assemblée générale
annuelle, durant laquelle nous examinons les affaires de la WGSRF et procédons aux élections des nouveaux membres
du comité exécutif et des différents comités qui, par leur travail, rendent toutes ces activités possibles ; et bien plus !
Je souhaite exprimer un grand merci aux personnes suivantes pour le travail remarquable qu'elles ont effectué et qui a
rendu cette conférence possible : Susanne Luhmann (Université d'Alberta), liaison dans l'organisation de la conférence
de la WGSRF et co-présidente du comité de programme de la conférence ; Ann Braithwaite (Université de l'Île du Prince
Édouard), co-présidente du comité de programme de la conférence ; Danielle Normandeau (Université d'Alberta),
responsable de l'administration de la conférence ; Wendee Kubik (Université Brock), organisatrice de la conférence au
niveau local ; ainsi que Shannon Moore (Université Brock) et Marie Lovrod (Université de la Saskatchewan et présidente
élue de la WGSRF), les membres du comité de programme ; les réviseurs des résumés de conférence (Joanne Muzak,
Jennifer Brady, Jennifer Gartner, Ela Przybylo, Amber Dean, Corinne Mason, Claire Carter, Janet Smith, Weronika
Rogula, Katie Aubrecht, Karen McCallum, and Cristina Stasia) ; en plus des nombreux étudiants de l'Université Brock
qui se sont présentés pour nous aider avec la conférence. Je souhaite également remercier les autres membres du
comité exécutif de la WGSRF pour leur travail hors pair pour l'association en 2013-2014 : Ilya Parkins (Université de la
Colombie-Britannique, Okanagan), qui a oeuvré en tant que de liaison entre les coordonnateurs et comme organisatrice
de la réunion des coordonnateurs ; Rhiannon Bury (Université Athabasca), trésorière ; Heather Latimer (Université de la
Colombie-Britannique), coordinatrice des adhésions ; Heather Hillsburg (Université d'Ottawa), secrétaire ; et Haley
Turnbull (Université McMaster), agente de communications.
Je voudrais également exprimer mon immense appréciation à Mylène Dorcé (Université de Montréal) pour son travail
continu de traduction, ainsi qu'aux membres dédiés du comité du Prix pour travail universitaire de qualité
mexceptionnelle (Bobby Noble, Université York ; Leah Allen, Duke University ; Thea Cacchioni, Université de Victoria ; et
Florence Pasche Guignard, Université de Toronto), le comité du Prix pour essai de cycle supérieur (Jocelyn Thorpe,
Université du Manitoba ; Krista Lynes, Université Concordia ; Hans Rollman, Université York ; et Patty Douglas,
Université de Toronto), et le comité du Prix pour essai de premier cycle (Danielle Cooper, Université York ; Wendee
Kubik, Université Brock ; Gary Lee Pelletier, Université York ; Kate Daley, Université York ; et Heather Latimer, Université
de la Colombie-Britannique). Je souhaiterais finalement transmettre mes vifs remerciements à Rachel Bergen (Université
de Victoria), responsable de l'administration des adhésions de la WGSRF, pour son travail acharné au cours des deux
dernières années, et les membres de la WGSRF pour leur soutien continu envers l'association, y compris ceux et celles
qui ont si généreusement donné au Fonds de voyage de la WGSRF pour les étudiants, les personnes sans emploi et les
personnes à faible revenu!
Je vous encourage à considérer vous joindre à notre association, en vous portant bénévole pour un poste au sein du
comité exécutif de la WGSRF, ou encore pour l'un des autres comités.
Je souhaite une merveilleuse conférence à tout le monde ! 
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Saturday May 24, 2014/Samedi le 24 mai 2014
Annual Coordinators’ Meeting/Réunion annuelle des coordinatrices
Room/Salle: Plaza 409 (Meeting/Réunion)
Room/Salle: Plaza 409 (Morning Refreshments and Lunch/Pause matinale et déjeuner)
Agenda/Ordre du jour
8:30 – 9:00 am

Morning Refreshments

9:00 – 10:15 am

Welcome and Brief Introductions

10:15 – 11:45 am

Program Prioritization Efforts: Positioning Women’s and Gender Studies
Marie Lovrod (University of Saskatchewan)
Lunch/Déjeuner

12:00 – 1:00 pm
1:00 – 2:30 pm
2:30 – 2:45 pm

Internationalization: Consequences for Women’s and Gender Studies (small group discussions)
Ilya Parkins (University of British Columbia)
Break/Pause

2:45 – 4:15 pm

Graduate Studies: What are Women’s and Gender Studies Programs Looking For?
Annalee Lepp (University of Victoria)

4:15 – 4:45 pm

Introduction of CRIAW Initiative
Marie Lovrod (University of Saskatchewan)
Samantha Thrift (McGill University)
Discussion of Themes for Future Coordinators’ Meetings
Coordinators’ Dinner – Location TBA

6:00 pm
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Sunday May 25, 2014/Dimanche le 25 mai 2014
8:30 – 4:30
9:00 – 10:15
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

10:15- 10:30

Informal Discussion Space/Refreshments/WGSRF Conference Programs/
Espace de discussion informelle/Rafraîchissements/Programmes de conférence WGSRF
Room/Salle: Plaza 401
Room/Salle: Taro 204
Room/Salle: Taro 262
Room/Salle: Taro 307
Room/Salle: Taro 304
Bodies on Display: Freaks,
Blurred Boundaries? Feminist Queer Subjects
Athletes, and Disability in the Activism in Neoliberal
Public Sphere
Contexts
Chair: Jacob Evoy
(Western University)
Chair: Chris Vanderwees
Chair: Marie Lovrod
(Carleton University)
(University of Saskatchewan) Masculinity as Cruel Optimism
Jonathan Allan
Embodying the Child Monster: Feminist Strategy in Neoliberal (Brandon University)
Childhood, Freakery, and the
Times: Feminist Service
Body in Canada 1900-1960
Organizations and Social Justice Permeabilities of Form and
Work
Subject(s): Still Sane as Queer
Jane Nicholas
Archive
(Lakehead University)
Lisa Mae Boucher
(York University)
K.J. Verwaayen
Identifying Global Citizens:
(Western University)
Gender, Race and Class at the Single Mothers/Feminist
Olympic Games
Organizations Engaging with
Child Welfare “Empire” in the
Lori Chambers
U.S.
(Lakehead University)
Shihoko Nakagawa
Of Suspected Cheats and ‘Super- (York University)
Crips’: Western Media
Reactions to Caster Semenya
Messy Boundaries: Ideology,
and Oscar Pistorius
Activism and Equity in
Workers’ Movements
Heather Hillsburg
(Lakehead University)
Hans Rollmann
(York University)
Break/Pause

Rethinking Origins
Chair: Annalee Lepp
(University of Victoria)

Feminism for Sale: Commodity
Feminism, Freud and his
American Nephew
Julie E. Dowsett
(York University)
John Stuart Mill's 'Subjection of
Women' and the 'Woman
Question' in Russia: Late 19thEarly 21st Centuries
Alexandra Novitskaya
(Brooklyn, New York)
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Sunday May 25, 2014/Dimanche le 25 mai 2014
10:30 - 11:45
Welcome and Plenary/
Bienvenue et session
plénière

Kim Hall
Professor of Philosophy and Women’s Studies
Appalachian State University
Room/Salle: Thistle 244
“Toward a Queer Crip Feminist Politics of Food”
In this paper, I critique the ableist and normalizing effects of a food politics of security and risk management and explore the
possibility of a queer crip feminist politics of food, an alternative way of thinking about food that resists the discourse of food
security and purity in an effort to conceptualize a food politics oriented toward justice, not security. I argue for a queer crip feminist
politics of food that both maintains a critical relationship to the industrial food system and resists assumptions about nature, the
future, security and risk that inform ultimately unsustainable attitudes about community, gender, race, disability, queerness, and food
practices.

11:45 – 12:15
12:15– 1:30

Moderator: Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island)
Break/Pause
Lunchtime Workshop/Déjeuner Atelier
Ethical Transgressions & Problematic Collaborations: Merging of Mandates Among Canadian Universities and
International Religious Groups.
Ian Wood (Brock University)

Room/Salle: Plaza 409
1:30 – 1:45

Break/Pause
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Sunday May 25, 2014/Dimanche le 25 mai 2014
1:45 – 3:00
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

Room/Salle: Taro 204

Room/Salle: Taro 262

Roundtable Discussion: Food, Transnationalizing WGS:
Gender and the Productive/ Challenging Feminist
Consumption Order
Discourses and Research
Approaches
Chair: Alissa Overend
(MacEwan University)
Chair: Nalini Mohabir (York
University)

Room/Salle: Taro 307

Room/Salle: Taro 304

The Lengths and Limits of
Liberal Legalizations

Young Women’s Experiences
with Violence and
(Anti)Violence Organizing

Chair: Alexandre Baril (City
University of New York)
Chair: Sara Samdani (York
University)
Gender Margizens in the New
Millenium: Justice Beyond
Intersectionality at Work: Young
Anti-Oppressive Feminist
Rights
Women Organizers' Experience
Jennifer Brady (Queen’s
Research Approaches with
in Labour Youth Programs in
University)
Mary Bunch
Communities of Racialized
Canada
(University of Toronto)
Migrant Women
Lesley Frank (Acadia
Jan Kainer
The Ideology of Choice:
University)
Nathalie Lozano-Neira
(York University)
Abortion (Bio-) Politics and
(Simon Fraser University)
Women's Liberation
Environments for girls?
Florence Pasche Guinard
Scarves, Beard, Business:
Exploring spaces of violence,
(University of Toronto)
Andrea Prajerova
Gender Framing Reception and (University of Ottawa)
health and safety from an
the Quebec Electoral Context
environmental justice
Alissa Overend (MacEwan
University)
Catherine Lemarier-Saulnier Exploring Muslim Feminisms: perspective
Challenging Western Feminist Leyna Lowe
(Université Laval)
Discourses in Academia
Michelle Szabo (University of
(York University)
Toronto)
Zahira Sarwar
Acts of Resistance: Young Girls'
(Carleton University)
Responses to Violence Within
Their Homes
Susan M. Manning
(Mount Saint Vincent
University)
3:00 – 3:15

Break/Pause
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Sunday May 25, 2014/Dimanche le 25 mai 2014
3:15 – 4:30
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

5:00 – 6:30

Room/Salle: Taro 204

Room/Salle: Taro 262

Fattening Queer / Queering
Fat: Expanding the
Boundaries of Intersectional
Queerness

Roundtable Discussion:
Unsettling Borders through
Feminist Praxis? Reflections
on a Community-Engaged
Graduate Course in Women's
and Gender Studies

Room/Salle: Taro 307

Room/Salle: Taro 304

Biopolitics & Nation Building Media Meditations:
Conditions & Contingencies
Chair: Jacob Evoy
(Western University)
Chair: Marie Lovrod
(University of Saskatchewan)
Narrative Necromancy: On
Chair: Kristin Rodier
Being Haunted by Murdered
Femininity, Facebook and
(University of Alberta)
Pregnant Women's Stories
Fandom: Managing the Persona
Chair: Amber Dean
Fattening Queer Femininity
of Danielle Smith
(McMaster University)
Jennifer Musial
Kristin Rodier
(Dickinson College)
Sarah Dorchak
(University of Alberta)
Meaghan Ross
(University of Calgary)
Imagining a Post-Eugenics
(Sexual Assault Centre of
Mothering Gone Out of Control: Hamilton and Area)
Western Canada
Women's Online Life Writing:
Queering the Corporeality of Fat
Facebook and the Realization of
Samantha Balzer
Mothering Bodies
the Ghost in the Machine
Ian Jarvis
(University of Alberta)
Tash Pinterics
(Centre 3 for Print and Media
Tegan Zimmerman
Protecting Women and 'Race': (MacEwan University)
(University of Alberta)
Arts, Hamilton)
The U.S. Birth Control
Movement's Use of 'Dual
Digital Feminist Quiz Games:
Cole Gately
Benefit' Discourse During the Activism Playing in and Out of
(Big Susie’s Sex Worker
Interwar Period
Bounds
Advocacy Organization,
Hamilton)
Healy Thompson
Nadine Wettlaufer
(York University)
(Western University)
Nadine Tkatchevskaia
(McMaster University)
Jeanette Pickett-Pierce
(McMaster University)
WGSRF Awards Ceremony and Reception/Cérémonie de remise de prix WGSRF et Réception
Outstanding Scholarship Prizes, Graduate Essay Prizes, and Undergraduate Essay Prizes
Room/Salle: Skybar (Student Alumni Centre)
CASH BAR ONLY
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Monday May 26, 2014/Lundi le 26 mai 2014
8:30 – 4:30
9:00 – 10:15
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

10:15 – 10:30

Informal Discussion Space/Refreshments/WGSRF Conference Programs/
Espace de discussion informelle/Rafraîchissements/Programmes de conférence WGSRF
Room/Salle: Plaza 401
Room/Salle: Plaza 501c
Room/Salle: Plaza 601c
Room/Salle: Taro 260
Room/Salle: Taro 204
Contested Citizenship:
Identity and Belonging in
Gendered and Racialized
Spaces

Recognizing Trauma,
Depicting Victimhood: A
Dialogue on Representing
Genocide in Film

Relational Dynamics in
Terms of Embodiment: Norms,
Feminist Research: Centering Modifications, and
the Feminist in Theory and
Technological Interventions
Practice
Chair: Allyson Jule
Chair: Megan Rivers-Moore Chair: Nicole Ephgrave
Chair: Ann Denis
(Trinity Western University)
(Carleton University)
(Western University)
(University of Ottawa)
The Limits of Body
Contested Campus Spaces: The Victim or Survivor, Pity or
Uncelebrated, Unfamiliar, and Transformation in Women
Paradox of Canadian PostEmpathy?Representations of
Precarious:
Needing to Acquire a Disability
Secondary Institutions and
Genocidal Rape in PostFinding Feminist Eventfulness Alexandre Baril
Sexual Citizenship
Genocide Rwanda
in (Un)Likely Places
(City University of New York)
Rachael Sullivan
Nicole Ephgrave
Samantha Thrift
Vaginal Birth Experiences:
(University of British
(Western University)
(Concordia University)
Contemporary First-Time
Columbia)
Celebrity Capital and Cinematic ‘Corridor Talk’: Stories of
Mothers' Perceptions of
Untouchable Gringos and
Colonialism: Analyzing Sexual Research Partnerships in
Technology During Childbirth
Immoral Women: Citizenship Trauma in Angelina Jolie’s Film Canadian Feminist Research
Arielle Perrotta
and Belonging in a Sex Tourism In The Land of Blood and Honey Rachel Berman
(University of Lethbridge)
Neighbourhood
Miranda Niittynen
(Ryerson University)
'Last Bride Standing': Bordering
Megan Rivers-Moore
(Western University)
Relational Dynamics and
the Romantic Body in Reality TV
(Carleton University)
Resistance in Bent and Bent as Community-Based Research:
Game Shows
Resistance: Queering Holocaust Shifting Patriarchal Logics and Patrycja Wawryka
Discourse through Cinematic
Centering Transformational
(University of Ottawa)
Representation
Feminist Analysis
Jacob Evoy
Linda Christiansen Ruffman
(Western University)
(Saint Mary’s University)
Break/Pause
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Monday May 26, 2014/Lundi le 26 mai 2014
10:30 – 11:45

Dina Georgis
Professor of Women and Gender Studies
University of Toronto
Room/Salle: Thistle 244

Plenary/session plénière

“Can We Do Better Than Our Better Stories? Narrative and its Queer Affects”
My presentation will consider the centrality of narrative for how political conflict and difficult experience are negotiated. From the
key insight that narrative is founded in loss and its queer affects, this paper will explore how suffering is represented and settled
through story. In this way, stories are emotional resources for political imagination and for political renewal. However, stories in and
of themselves are not the agents of transformation; indeed, they resist change. I consider the implications of psychic attachment to
political narratives and present a theory of queer affect as the unconscious agency of change. Moving away from thinking queer as an
identity, I suggest that queer is residual sexual affect of relational being. Engaging with cultural production that tell stories of how the
Middle East has negotiated painful pasts, I offer ideas on political mourning.
Moderator: Marie Lovrod (University of Saskatchewan)
11:45-12:15

Break/Pause

12:15– 1:30

Lunchtime Roundtable/Déjeuner table ronde
“Focus on Feminist Journals: Publishing in Precarious Times”
Danielle Cooper and Ela Przybylo, on behalf of Feral Feminisms
Nadine Adelaar and Cynthia Spring, on behalf of Guts
Esther Bourdages, on behalf of.dpi
Annalee Lepp and Ann Braithwaite, on behalf of Atlantis
Chair: Sara Rodrigues, on behalf of Feral Feminisms
Room/Salle: Taro 260

1:30 - 1:45

Break/Pause
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Monday May 26, 2014/Lundi le 26 mai 2014
1:45 – 3:00
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
simultanées

3:00 – 3:15

Room/Salle: Plaza 501c

Room/Salle: 601c

Room/Salle: Taro 260

Room/Salle: Taro 204

Intimate Processes: Making Revisiting Community
Gender, Sexuality and Nation: Critical Disabilities Studies
Work as Feminist and Queer Engaged Learning Aspirations Reading South Asian
Collaborative Praxis
in WGS
Cinematic Narratives
Chair: Alexandre Baril
(City University of New York)
Chair: Jasmine Rault
Chair: Connie Guberman
Chair: Asma Sayed
Revealing Permeable
(The New School)
(University of Toronto)
(Athabasca University)
Boundaries Among Disability
I am Cabaret: Collaboration as University-Community
Cinematic Narrative and Gender and Feminist Scholars:
Intimacy, Variety, Method &
Engagement in Women's and
and Sexual Agency in Bol
Exploring 'Care' Through the
Improvised Form
Gender Studies: Are We Doing Shahnaz Khan
Ontario Direct Funding Program
Things So Differently?
T. L. Cowan
(Wilfred Laurier University) Christine Kelly
(The New School)
Amber Dean
(University of Ottawa)
English-Vinglish: Straddling
(McMaster University)
The Temporality of Research
Patriarchal and Linguistic
Understandings of Sexuality and
Intimacies: Feminist
Pedagogical Orientations in
Hegemony
Sexual Expression between
Considerations
Feminist Praxis Meets JobIndividuals with Intellectual
Asma Sayed
Readiness?: The Emergence of (Athabasca University)
Disabilities and Direct Care
Ilya Parkins
Work-Integrated Learning
Workers
(University of British
Strategies in Northern Ontario's Beyond Mother India:
Columbia)
Alan Santinele Martino
Universities
Exploding or Affirming Gender (University of Lethbridge)
Parody as Practice: Jo-Anne
Stereotypes in Kahaani?
Jennifer Johnson
Balcean and Donna Akrey Re- (Thorneloe University)
Faiza Hirji
Cover Album Cover Portraits
(McMaster University)
Women Transforming the World
Dayna McLeod
/Students and Instructors
(Concordia University)
Transforming the Curriculum:
Student Activism and
Community Engaged Learning
in Level One Women's Studies
at McMaster University
Karen Balcom
(McMaster University)
Julie Gouweloos
(McMaster University)
Katherine Killam
(McMaster University)
Break/Pause
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Monday May 26, 2014/Lundi le 26 mai 2014
3:15 – 4:30
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
simultanées

4:30– 4:45
4:45– 6:15 pm
6:15 – 7:45 pm

8:00 pm -

Room/Salle: Plaza 501c

Room/Salle: Plaza 601c

Room/Salle: Taro 260

With an Eye to Race and
Gender

Feminist Mournings (and the Queering, Performing, Place
Edges of Feminist StoryMaking
Telling)
Chair: Heather Hillsburg
Chair: Jessica Joy Cameron
(Lakehead University)
Chair: Sara Shamdani (York (Western University)
University)
David Simon's Representations
Michigan Womyn's Music
of Black Womanhood: A Site of Shadow Feminisms: Radical
Festival: Place Making and the
Resistance
Feminist Asexualities as Projects Queer Persistence of Feminism
of Negation
Maria Arseniuk
C. J. Rowe
(University of Ottawa)
Ela Przybylo
(University of British
(York University)
Columbia)
Psychical Landscapes of the
Canadian North: Lorene Squire's Feminist Nostalgia: Narratives Queering Postmemory: An
Nascopie Photographs for The
of Loss in Joan Braderman’s The Analysis of Killjoy's Kastle: A
Beaver Magazine, 1938
Heretics
Lesbian Feminist Haunted
House
Rachel Hurst
Michelle Meagher
(St. Francis Xavier University) (University of Alberta)
Danielle Normandeau
(University of Alberta)
The Blood-Brain Barrier:
Performance Art as the Work of
(Un)Gendering Authority in
Mourning in Linda Montano’s Practice Makes Patterns
Reine Pokou by Veronica Tadjo Mitchell’s Death
Kara Stone
Jennifer Stafford Brown
Sara Rodrigues
(Ryerson University)
(Whitworth University)
(York University)
Rekha Ramachandran
(Ryerson University)
Julia Gingrich
(Ryerson University)
Break/Pause

Room/Salle: Taro 204
Film screening: Kathy
Wazana, They Were Promised
the Sea (75 mins [3:15 to 4:45])
Chair: Margot Francis
(Brock University)

WGSRF Annual General Meeting/
Réunion annuelle de l’association
Room/Salle: Taro 260
WGSRF Scholarly Activities Celebration/
Célebration des activités universitaires et reception
Room/Salle: Welch Hall Atrium
ACCUTE Dance/
Danse ACCUTE
Location: L3 Nightclub (6 James St., St. Catharines)
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Tuesday May 27, 2014/Mardi le 27 mai 2014
8:30 – 4:30
9:30 – 10:45
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

Informal Discussion Space/Refreshments/WGSRF Conference Programs/
Espace de discussion informelle/Rafraîchissements/Programmes de conférence WGSRF
Room/Salle: International Centre 303
Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 118 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 121 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 207 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 306
Biological Labor Across
Borders: Transnational
Perspectives on Surrogacy,
Egg-Selling / Donation in
Feminist Research

Epistemological Challenges
Chair: Florence Pasche
Guignard
(University of Toronto)

Doing Feminism: Archive,
Techne, Event

Feminist Media Studies:
Activism, Advertising and TV

Chair: Carrie Rentschler
(McGill University)

Chair: Ilya Parkins
(University of British
Columbia)

Doing Feminism in the
Negotiating the Discursive
Network: Twitter Feed Hijacks, Canadian Cosmetic Surgery
Borders and Epistemological
Amazon.com Reviews, and the Clinics' Online Advertising
On Precarious Labour: Egg
Boundaries of ReligiousNew Infrastructures of Feminist Strategies for Female Genital
Freezing for Cross-border Third- Feminist Research Praxis
Activism
Cosmetic Surgery
Party Reproduction
Vanessa Reimer
Carrie Rentschler
Zipparah Stephenson
Alana Cattapan
(York University)
(McGill University)
(Brock University)
(York University)
Samantha Thrift
Performing Theory
Social Organization on the Web:
(Concordia University)
At the Intersections of Emotional Jessica Joy Camerson
How Sex Worker's Rights
and Biological Labor:
Free Pussy Riot: Eventful
Organizations Engage in Online
(Western University)
Understanding Transnational
Protest and Feminist
Activism
Reproductive Travel and
Recherche située: les frontières Reverberations
Kelsey Ioannoni
Surrogacy as Social
sans frontières de l’académie en Elizabeth Groeneveld
(Brock University)
Reproduction
France
(McGill University)
Homophobia and the
Gillian Crozier
Carmen Diop
The Persistence of Space: A
'Enlightened' Subject of Teen
(Laurentian University)
(Université Paris)
Cinema of Gendered Social Life TV
Jennifer L. Johnson
in Transition
(Laurentian University)
Wendy Peters
Christopher Hajzler
Krista Lynes
(Nipissing University)
(University of Otago)
(Concordia University)
Chair: Alana Cattapan
(York University)

A Feminist Critical Discourse
Analysis of the Representation of
the Surrogate, Egg Donor and
Reproductive Tourist on
Canadian and International
Medical Broker and Fertility
Clinic Websites
Penny Dowedoff
(York University)
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Tuesday May 27, 2014/Mardi le 27 mai 2014
10:45 – 11:00

Break/Pause

11:00 – 12:15
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 118 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 121 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 207 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 306

12:15 – 12:45

Using Feminist Methodologies Imperial Expansion: Terrains Roundtable Discussion:
in Community-Based
of Feminist-Anti-Colonialist Academic Women and the
Research to Interrogate
Struggle
Culture of Busyness
Received Boundaries of
Position and Practice
Chair: Allyson Jule
Chair: Connie Guberman
(Trinity Western University) (University of Toronto)
Chair: Linda ChristiansenTowards Non-Colonizing
Ruffman
Dilia Narduzzi
Solidarity: Re-Conceptualizing (Independent Scholar)
(St. Mary’s University)
the Boundaries of White Settler
Proximities and Polarities:
Engagement in Anti-Colonial PhebeAnn Wolframe
Understanding Institutionalized Struggle
(McMaster University)
Violence Toward Feminized
Carol Lynne D’Arcangelis
Labour in the Non-Profit
(Memorial University)
Emily Hill
Industrial Complex
(McMaster University)
Grameen Bank Borrowers NonJane Gavin-Hebert
formal Adult Learning
(Saint Mary’s University)
Transformation in Bangladesh
Pathways: Undertaking
Kazi Abdur Rouf
Community-Engaged
(CIDEC, University of
Intersectional Feminist
Toronto)
Research with Youth
Transitioning to Adult
In(ter)dependence from
Government Care
Marie Lovrod
(University of Saskatchewan)

Against Pathologies
Chair: Melissa Autumn White
(University of British
Columbia)
The Biopolitics
of Australia's Third 'X' Sex:
Pathology, Invisibility, and
Intersexuality
Celeste Elizabeth Orr
(University of Ottawa)
Changing Directions or Staying
the Course? Sexuality, Gender,
Race, and Recovery in Canada’s
Mental Health Strategy
Merrick Pilling
(York University)
Unbecoming Women: Female
Athletes, the Queer Art of
Failure and the Future of Sport
Yvonne Becker
(University of Alberta)

Playing ‘The Field’: Geo-Social
Articulations of Research
Relationships and Fieldwork
Boundaries in CommunityBased Research with Women in
Sex Work
Treena Orchard
(Western University)
Break/Pause
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Tuesday May 27, 2014/Mardi le 27 mai 2014
12:45 - 2:00

Lunchtime Roundtable/Déjeuner table ronde

Room/Salle: ST 103
(1:00 to 2:30)

“Institutionalizing Diversity - Exploring Unintended Consequences”
Catherine Orr (Beloit College)
Annalee Lepp (University of Victoria)

Cabaret as Translocal Praxis:
A Long Table Discussion (cosponsored with CATR) with
cast of Dirty Plötz

Chair: Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island)
Room/Salle: Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 118

Moderators: T.L. Cowan, and
Alex Tigchelaar
Discussants: T. L. Cowan,
Moynan King, Paulie
McDermid, Dayna McLeod,
Michelle Polak
From the cast of Dirty Plötz,
Canon Cook, Tina Fushell,
Heather Mclean, Nari,
Alexandra Tigchelaar, Judy
Virago

2:00-2:15

Break/Pause
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Tuesday May 27, 2014/Mardi le 27 mai 2014
2:15 – 3:30
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 118 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 121 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 207 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 306
Roundtable Discussion: From
the 'Why' to the 'How':
Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and the
Sex-Trafficking Industry
Chair: Amber Fletcher
(University of Regina)
Wendee Kubik
(Brock University)
A. Brenda Anderson
(University of Regina)
Shae Invidiata
(Founder of [free-them])

Feminist Borders and
Boundaries of Southern
Alberta: Grad Student
Activists' Experiences

Trans*: Intimacies, Borders, Securing the Nation:
Semiotics
Adapting Diagnostic Labels
and Labor for Citizenship and
Chair: Ilya Parkins
Immigration
(University of British
Chair: Karissa Patton
Columbia)
Chair: Louise Tam
(University of Lethbridge)
(Rutgers University)
The Semiotics of Trans
The Womanspace Resource
Threats to the Nation? Canadian
Darryl B. Hill
Centre: The Unrecognized
(City University of New York) Security Rhetoric on Race,
Boundaries of Women’s Spaces
Gender, and Disability
in Lethbridge
Trans-Scalar Intimacies: Viral Nadia Kanani
‘Sex’ Beyond Boundaries
Anastasia Sereda
(York University)
(University of Lethbridge)
Melissa Autumn White
Historicizing Abled-Nation
(University of British
Penetrating Conservative
Building: A Borderless
Columbia)
Boundaries: Feminist
Perspective on Immigration and
Reciprocity among University Gender Borders with
the Oath of Citizenship
and Community Organizations Boundaries: Khusras in Pakistan Sona Kazemi
Brittney Adams
Elli Dehnavi
(York University)
(University of Lethbridge)
(University of Alberta)
The Cost of Harmful Behavior
“We Are Not the Only
is Inadmissible
Feminists in Lethbridge”:
Louise Tam
Spreading the Word about
(Rutgers University)
Feminist Activism and Research
in Lethbridge
Karissa Patton
(University of Lethbridge)
Boundaries within Scholarly
Settings: Maintaining Feminism
within Multidisciplinary
Programs
Arielle Perrotta
(University of Lethbridge)

3:30 – 3:45

Break/Pause
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Tuesday May 27, 2014/Mardi le 27 mai 2014
3:45 – 5:00
Concurrent
Sessions/
Sessions
Simultanées

Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 118 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 121 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 207 Room/Salle: Intl. Centre 306
Nostalgia and Knowledge:
Charting the Contours of
Insider/Outsider Affective
Attachments
Chair: Merose Hwang
(Hiram College)

Reflecting on the Student
Body

Exploring Diverse Sites of
Resistance

Chair: Julie Dowsett
(York University)

Chair: Jenny JankePredovich
(Brock University)

'Beyond the Borders of
Feminist Standpoint', 'Beyond
the Boundaries of the Normal'
Chair: Gabrielle Bouchard
(Concordia University)

Minding the Gap: Teaching
Gender and Education as an
Gendering Climate Extremes: Crossing and Blurring
Nostalgia and Feminist
Undergraduate Course at a
Canadian Farm Women
Boundaries: Trans Standpoint
Knowledge(s): New Directions Faith-Based Institution
Respond to Flood and Drought Theory and Practices
for Feminist Acts of
Allyson Jule
Amber J. Fletcher
Gabrielle Bouchard
Remembering
(Trinity Western University) (University of Regina)
(Concordia University)
Heather Hillsburg
Bordered Bodies, Preference
Gendered Embodiment of 'Evil': Standpoint in Cyberspace:
(Lakehead University)
Patrols: The Textual Production Thinking Through Disability in Constructing Disability in
The Boundaries of Desire: Class of Sex in Institutional
Guyana
Online Fanfiction Communities
Mobility and Interracial
Environments
Savitri Persaud
Catherine Duchastel de
Intimacy in Post-War Domestic Katie Aubrecht
(York University)
Montrouge
Space
(Mount Saint Vincent
(York University)
Cassel Busse
University)
Standpoint as Research
(McMaster University)
Crossing Borders: Partners of
Practice: Connecting Disability
International Students
to Racialized Spaces and Bodies
in Canada
Ilaria Pivi
(Memorial University)
Fiona N. Cheuk (York
University)
5:00 – 7:30
7:30 pm

Dinner on your own
(List of recommended restaurants at back of program)
Dirty Plötz – The Reviled and the Revered: A Congress Cabaret
Location: Sean O’Sullivan Theatre
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ABSTRACTS/RÉSUMÉS
CONCURRENT SESSIONS/SESSIONS SIMULTANÉES
SUNDAY MAY 25, 2014/DIMANCHE le 25 mai 2014
9:00am – 10:15am
Session 1: Bodies on Display: Freaks, Athletes, and Disability in the Public Sphere
Embodying the Child Monster: Childhood, Freakery, and the Body in Canada 1900-1960
Jane Nicholas (Lakehead University)
Feminist theorist Margrit Shildrick deconstructs the place of the ‘monster’ in historical and contemporary
discourses. Building from her work, this paper explores the place of child freak show performers in
Canadian culture from 1900-1960. The histories reveal the ambivalent response to the culturally produced
vulnerability of ‘the disabled child’s body’.
Identifying Global Citizens: Gender, Race and Class at the Olympic Games
Lori Chambers (Lakehead University)
Using LetRun, this comparative feminist analysis of coverage of Caster Semenya and Oscar Pistorius,
flag-bearers for South Africa at the 2012 summer Olympics, maps the ways in which categories of
identity, including race, gender, and class, are mobilized in discussions of who is, and is not, a deserving
Olympic athlete-citizen.
Of Suspected Cheats and ‘Super-Crips’: Western Media Reactions to Caster Semenya and Oscar
Pistorius
Heather Hillsburg (Lakehead University)
Western media often frames Oscar Pistorius as a hero, and Caster Semenya as a cheater. This paper
explores this trend, and maps the ways the construct of the normal body, notions of ‘overcoming’
disability, and vectors of identity inform this divergent media discussion.

Session 2: Blurred Boundaries? Feminist Activism in Neoliberal Contexts
Feminist Strategy in Neoliberal Times: Feminist Service Organizations and Social Justice Work
Lisa Mae Boucher (York University)
This paper explores the strategies feminist service organizations use to sustain their service provision and
engage in social justice work. I argue that neoliberalism can limit advocacy by shaping the opportunities
available. However, my discussion also highlights creative tactics feminist service organizations employ
to navigate a neoliberal funding climate.
Single Mothers/Feminist Organizations Engaging with Child Welfare “Empire” in the U.S.
Shihoko Nakagawa (York University)
This paper will explore the nature of mothers’ activism against child welfare services given post-1990
neoliberal welfare restructuring, and scrutinize the different understandings child welfare services and
mothers hold about child well-being and parental child maltreatment as they are linked to changes in
impoverished mothers’ material and symbolic realities given welfare reforms.
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Messy Boundaries: Ideology, Activism and Equity in Workers’ Movements
Hans Rollmann (York University)
Analyzing gender equity initiatives and equity-group organizing in Canadian unions, my research
suggests that influence of neoliberalism on everyday practices in public and private spaces shapes union
activists’ responses to reform and renewal efforts, and this is both visible in – as well as threatening to –
equity initiatives in unions.

Session 3: Queer Subjects
Masculinity as Cruel Optimism
Jonathan Allan (Brandon University)
Masculinity will always be a site of failure and cruel optimism, precisely because it is “the condition of
maintaining an attachment to a significantly problematic object,” which is to say, masculinity itself.
However, I will suggest that this gender failure should not be seen as a lost cause, but rather as a site for
reparative potential (Sedgwick, Halberstam).
Permeabilities of Form and Subject(s): Still Sane as Queer Archive
K. J. Verwaayen (Western University)
My paper explores intimate relations between image and text, and between their scriptors and
readers/viewers/participants; ultimately I enfold and unfold these ideas through Jessica Benjamin’s
understanding of intersubjectivity as a border crossing between subject and object to encounter subjects
as subjects and in this way explore the integral function of Still Sane as queer archive.

Session 4: Rethinking Origins
Feminism for Sale: Commodity Feminism, Freud and his American Nephew
Julie E. Dowsett (York University)
In this paper, I examine the intellectual origins and early marketing campaigns of commodity feminism. I
do so by re-reading the work of Sigmund Freud (on the relationship between individual and group
psychological processes) and his American nephew, Edward Bernays.
John Stuart Mill's 'Subjection of Women' and the 'Woman Question' in Russia: Late 19th-Early
21st Centuries
Alexandra Novitskaya (Brooklyn, New York)
The 19th century debates around Mill's work bear striking resemblance to the 21st century discourse on
feminism in Russia, as anti-feminists appeal to unique Russian traditions, and pro-feminists view Western
women’s movements as role models. This ongoing controversy shapes the past, present, and future of
Russian feminism.
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SUNDAY MAY 25, 2014/DIMANCHE le 25 mai 2014
12:15pm – 1:30pm
***

Lunchtime Workshop /Déjeuner Atelier
Ethical Transgressions & Problematic Collaborations: Merging of Mandates Among
Canadian Universities and International Religious Groups.

Pressures on universities to engage in the international arena provide powerful incentives to use religious
groups to supply these services for universities---volunteer opportunities are contracted to religious
groups and some of these religious groups are used to confer credit granting coursework. These courses
covertly proceed beyond the scrutiny of departments and senate committees charged with approving
courses. This presentation examines the implications of universities utilizing religious groups to fulfill
their mandate.

Ian Wood (Brock University)

SUNDAY MAY 25, 2014/DIMANCHE le 25 mai 2014
1:45pm – 3:00pm
Session 1: Roundtable Discussion: Food, Gender and the Productive/Consumption Order
Normative food discourses tend to look at the relationships between food and gender, exploring
demographic questions such as the gender differences in the consumption of meat, fruit, and vegetables
(Prattala et al., 2007); gendered food habits, beliefs, and consumption of fast-food (Gomez, 2011); and
gender-driven food ‘choices’ (Weible, 2013). While these questions may help map the gendered patterns
of contemporary food practices, they do little to critically unpack the ways in which food and gender are
co-constitutive. Taking the mutual production and consumption of food and gendered practices as our
analytic point of departure, the presenters in this roundtable will briefly summarize their research areas,
and pose two questions for informal discussion and debate.
Chair: Alissa Overend (MacEwan University)
Jennifer Brady (Queen’s University)
This presentation will argue that bringing women and gender studies to bear on food studies has the
potential to elucidate much needed critical and intersectional perspectives within food scholarship.
Feminist food scholarship brings to light the ways in which food and subjectivity are co-constituting
practices, rather than two interacting categories of analysis.
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Lesley Frank (Acadia University)
I will illustrate the gendered nature of food, feeding, and being fed through exploring infant feeding
practice in food insecure families; how in particular, poverty and public policy (or lack thereof)
finds their way into –or are embodied—in food production and food consumption experiences of both
mother and infant.
Florence Pasche Guignard (University of Toronto)
With a matrocentric focus, I will discuss examples that show how natural parenting discourses
construct the maternal body as fragile and threatened by what can penetrate its boundaries (harmful
chemicals and drugs, but also invasive medical gestures and even feelings).
Alissa Overend (MacEwan University)
According to consumer-available information, dairy consumption on the one hand reduces one’s risk of
cancer, and on the other hand, it increases it. While there are many facets of this seeming impasse I find
both compelling and troubling, what I focus on in this discussion is how information concerning cancerlinked foods comes to be produced—and ultimately consumed—in and through the visual politics of
normative femininity and motherhood.
Michelle Szabo (University of Toronto)
Though men are assuming more household foodwork, we know little about how this influences
masculinities. Through qualitative data, I ask: How does cooking influence participants’ sense of what
kind of men they are, and, in turn, gender relations? I engage with theoretical debates about hegemonic
and nonhegemonic masculinities.

Session 2: Transnationalizing WGS: Challenging Feminist Discourses and Research
Approaches
Anti-Oppressive Feminist Research Approaches with Communities of Racialized Migrant Women
Nathalie Lozano-Neira (Simon Fraser University)
This presentation will provide insights about effective ways of researching communities of self-identified
racialized migrant women using an anti-oppression framework and based on a dissertation project
conducted in the Vancouver Lower Mainland in 2013-2014.
Scarves, Beard, Business: Gender Framing Reception and the Quebec Electoral Context
Catherine Lemarier-Saulnier (Université Laval)
La littérature sur la médiatisation genrée de la politique explique que les politiciennes sont dépeintes
suivant leur rôle traditionnel de sexe, alors que la politique reste articulée autour de la norme du mâle
alpha. Par contre, peu d’études se sont intéressées à la réception et au traitement des cadres médiatiques
genrés des parlementaires. Dans cette communication, nous exposerons notre devis de recherche multiméthodes, et des résultats préliminaires.
(Presentation will be delivered in both French and English.)
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Session 3: The Lengths and Limits of Liberal Legalizations
Gender Margizens in the New Millenium: Justice Beyond Rights
Mary Bunch (University of Toronto)
A margizen is neither a citizen nor temporary resident (denizon). Who is a gender margizen and what are
the implications of this concept for queer and feminist political imaginaries?
The Ideology of Choice: Abortion (Bio-) Politics and Women's Liberation
Andrea Prajerova (University of Ottawa)
This project examines the limits of women’s autonomy by analyzing contemporary critical feminist
scholarship that problematizes the concept of reproductive freedom articulated as an individual ‘right to
choose’. Through the use of biopolitical theories, I argue that freedom of choice is an ideological myth
entrenched in the neoliberal paradigm, serving the purpose of white able-bodied supremacy that masks its
interests to control women’s sexuality and reproduction under the veil of women’s liberation.
Exploring Muslim Feminisms: Challenging Western Feminist Discourses in Academia
Zahira Sarwar (Carleton University)
Through an analysis of various types of feminist literature, the 2009 Shafia murders will be examined to
demonstrate the ways in which patriarchy is rooted in the core concept of so-called “honour killings,” in
an attempt to end the perpetuation of colonial violence against Muslim women.

Session 4: Young Women’s Experiences with Violence and (Anti)Violence Organizing
Intersectionality at Work: Young Women Organizers' Experience in Labour Youth Programs in
Canada
Jan Kainer (York University)
This paper analyzes the experiences of a diverse group of women labour activists participating in youth
programs in English Canada. The findings reveal the complicated and multifaceted power dynamics that
operate to sustain gender, race and age differentials within Canadian labour movement organizations.
Environments for Girls? Exploring Spaces of Violence, Health and Safety from an Environmental
Justice Perspective
Leyna Lowe (York University)
Girlhood geographies are not merely social spaces: they are spaces where what we categorically term the
“natural” and the “social” emerge together with and through one another. Using an environmental justice
perspective, this paper examines a constellation of girlhood spaces to show how “nature” permeates girls'
lives and how this category can be mobilized as a tool of regulation and violence, or alternately, a space
of healing, leisure and agency in the lives of girls.
Acts of Resistance: Young Girls' Responses to Violence within Their Homes
Susan M. Manning (Mount Saint Vincent University)
Little scholarly attention has been given to young girls’ experiences of living in homes with gender-based
violence. I use an autoethnographic poetic inquiry process, supplementing my data with published stories,
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to argue that girls living in homes with violence engage in active resistance, which needs to be recognized
and celebrated.

SUNDAY MAY 25, 2014/DIMANCHE le 25 mai 2014
3:15pm – 4:30pm
Session 1: Fattening Queer/Queering Fat: Expanding the Boundaries of Intersectional
Queerness
Fattening Queer Femininity
Kristin Rodier (University of Alberta)
Alice MacLauchlin and Sussanne Sreedar (2012) examine the question of whether queer femmes can
come out of the closet if the signals of gender performance for femininity are so encoded as straight. She
asks this question to trouble the very metaphor of the closet as limiting and in the case of queer femininity
especially problematic because of how it espistemically frames sexuality. My contention is that this
account relies on a slender body as a precondition for the difficulty queer femmes have coming out. In
this paper I explore how fatness queers femininity whether a femme is straight, bisexual, or queer thereby
displacing some of the complicating factors for coming out as a queer femme.
Mothering Gone Out of Control: Queering the Corporeality of Fat Mothering Bodies
Tash Pinterics (University of Alberta)
In her essay “Pathological Bodies,” Samantha Murray argues that “[t]he notion of compulsive eating is
subtended by a fundamental fear of excessive desires. There is a moral panic about excessive desire
(particularly in women), about a refusal to regulate one’s needs and impulses” (216). In this paper, I will
explore how locations of embodied excess provide a particularly queer vantage point from which to
examine the practice of mothering in fat bodies, and the ways in which working from the space of bodies
‘out of control,’ can provide a platform for undergirding resistance to the forms of cultural imperatives
seeking to keep mothering bodies ‘in control.’

Session 2: Roundtable Discussion: Unsettling Borders through Feminist Praxis?
Reflections on a Community-Engaged Graduate Course in Women's and Gender Studies
This roundtable brings together faculty, graduate students, and community partners to critically reflect
upon the problems and possibilities of feminist community-based praxis learning in a WGS classroom.
Participants will reflect on what difference (if any) an explicitly feminist commitment to
praxis might make in the community-engaged classroom.
Chair: Amber Dean (McMaster University)
Meaghan Ross (Sexual Assault Centre of Hamilton and Area)
Ian Jarvis (Centre 3 for Print and Media Arts, Hamilton)
Cole Gately (Big Susie’s Sex Worker Advocacy Organization, Hamilton)
Nadine Tkatchevskaia (McMaster University)
Jeanette Pickett-Pierce (McMaster University)
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Session 3: Biopolitics & Nation Building
Narrative Necromancy: On Being Haunted by Murdered Pregnant Women's Stories
Jennifer Musial (Dickinson College)
This talk investigates hierarchies of grievability by juxtaposing a “national melancholia” (Butler 2004)
surrounding the deaths of white pregnant women to a corresponding legitimacy of violence towards
pregnant women of colour. I conduct a discourse analysis of various news media stories about Peterson,
Hernandez, and Figueroa to complete the study, and borrow from Judith Butler, Georgio Agamben, Sara
Ahmed, Lisa Marie Cacho, and Achille Mbembe to construct my argument about biopolitics and
necropolitics within news coverage of prenatal femicide.
Imagining a Post-Eugenics Western Canada
Samantha Balzer (University of Alberta)
This paper interrogates the boundary between eugenic and post-eugenic cultures. In the context of
Western Canada, I argue that the language of post-eugenics might account for how the Sexual
Sterilization Acts of Alberta and BC linger in the present, focusing on connections between historical and
contemporary projects of normalization.
Protecting Women and 'Race': The U.S. Birth Control Movement's Use of 'Dual Benefit' Discourse
During the Interwar Period
Healy Thompson (York University)
Interwar U.S. activists for birth control argued it would protect women from unwanted pregnancies and
protect the ‘race’ and the nation from reproduction by the wrong women. This “dual benefit discourse”
shaped both the relationship between feminism and eugenics in the movement and the focus of birth
control activism.

Session 4: Media Meditations: Conditions & Contingencies
Femininity, Facebook and Fandom: Managing the Persona of Danielle Smith
Sarah Dorchak (University of Calgary)
My proposed presentation is an exploration into how Smith created and managed a feminine persona
online, and the political fandom that developed around her Facebook fan page within her March 26 –
April 23 campaign photo albums.
Women's Online Life Writing: Facebook and the Realization of the Ghost in the Machine
Tegan Zimmerman (MacEwan University)
Facebook, in allowing one to deliver a shortened version of self, complicates the boundary between the
real and the virtual. I reconsider women's writing on Facebook in relation to René Descartes’ notion of
dualism, which Gilbert Ryle artfully terms “the ghost in the machine.”
Digital Feminist Quiz Games: Activism Playing in and Out of Bounds
Nadine Wettlaufer (Western University)
Feminists have barely recognized the potential of digital serious games (games used for education,
systems modeling, and exploring social issues) for activism. To remedy the dearth of feminist serious
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games, I discuss and briefly demonstrate my feminist quiz games, drawing on practices of culture
jamming and online intersectional feminist activism.

MONDAY MAY 26, 2014/LUNDI le 26 mai 2014
9:00am – 10:15am
Session 1: Contested Citizenship: Identity and Belonging in Gendered and Racialized
Spaces
Untouchable Gringos and Immoral Women: Citizenship and Belonging in a Sex Tourism
Neighbourhood
Megan Rivers-Moore (Carleton University)
This paper explores the tensions and contradictions involved in the simultaneity of the foreign and the
national and their differential effects on various subjects participating in sex tourism. Comparing the
experiences of tourists and sex workers, I argue that belonging varies according to the power that specific
citizenships provide for crossing borders and occupying foreign spaces.
Contested Campus Spaces: The Paradox of Canadian Post-Secondary Institutions and Sexual
Citizenship
Rachael Sullivan (University of British Columbia)
The recent events including ‘rape chants’ at the University of British Columbia (UBC) and St. Mary’s
University, as well as a spate of sexual assaults on the UBC campus runs counter to the construction of
Canadian campuses as a remedy to discrimination and harassment (Perry, 2010). In this paper, I draw on
26 interviews and a mapping method that explores issues of risk and safety identified by queer and trans
students at UBC, to examine how the university campus has been simultaneously constructed as a ‘safe
haven’ and a ‘dangerous space’. Central to their construction of campus was the identification of
neoliberalism, tolerance, and human rights discourses, all of which create boundaries for queer and trans
students within and outside the borders of the campus. In the end, I argue that a greater understanding of
the spatial dynamics of difference and diversity could yield better interventions to create a more
welcoming space for all.

Session 2: Recognizing Trauma, Depicting Victimhood: A Dialogue on Representing
Genocide in Film
Victim or Survivor, Pity or Empathy? Representations of Genocidal Rape in Post-Genocide
Rwanda
Nicole Ephgrave (Western University)
While bearing witness is an integral part of post-genocide justice and healing, human language cannot
adequately convey trauma, particularly when it comes to the intimate violation of rape. As part of a wider
study of female survivors in post-genocide Rwanda, in this presentation I will juxtapose two short
testimonial films, God Sleeps in Rwanda and Intended Consequences, raising questions about
representation, framing, and women’s agency in the aftermath of genocidal rape.
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Celebrity Capital and Cinematic Colonialism: Analyzing Sexual Trauma in Angelina Jolie’s Film
In The Land of Blood and Honey
Miranda Niittynen (Western University)
Rumors circulated (2010) that Angelina Jolie was creating a big-picture screenplay about a romantic
relationship between a Serbian soldier and a Bosniak Muslim woman. Addressing celebrity colonialism,
this paper discusses colonial/imperial histories that seek to contrast white superiority against the backdrop
of ‘Third World’ human rights violations reinforced through an over-documented media discourse.
Resistance in Bent and Bent as Resistance: Queering Holocaust Discourse through Cinematic
Representation
Jacob Evoy (Western University)
Sean Mathias’s 1997 film Bent offers the potential to contribute to current Holocaust scholarship’s
definitions of resistance through the addition of a queer resistance that is based upon sexuality. By
acknowledging the temporal location in which the film was created, this paper argues that Bent is able to
contribute to what Anne Cvetkovitch labels “an archive of feeling.”

Session 3: Relational Dynamics in Feminist Research: Centering the Feminist in Theory
and Practice
Uncelebrated, Unfamiliar, and Precarious: Finding Feminist Eventfulness in (Un)Likely Places
Samantha Thrift (Concordia University)
The 1984 Canadian leadership debate on women’s issues was a feminist media event. I discuss feminist
organizers’ investment in seemingly insignificant details of event planning, arguing these "minor" points
of contention signal the ways in which feminism happens in unspectacular sites, off-screen, in the often
obscure details of movement ephemera.
‘Corridor Talk’: Stories of Research Partnerships in Canadian Feminist Research
Rachel Berman (Ryerson University)
In this paper I discuss the practice and importance of publicly sharing self-reflexive insights that occur
during the process of conducting feminist community engaged research, rather than consigning them to
the obscurity of the ‘corridor.’
Relational Dynamics and Community-Based Research: Shifting Patriarchal Logics and Centering
Transformational Feminist Analysis
Linda Christiansen Ruffman (Saint Mary’s University)
This paper analyzes historic but often un-noticed shifts in relational dynamics within community-based
research as it has developed and changed over time. It focuses on shifts and re-impositions of patriarchal
logics such as community-university dichotomies, on patterns over time, and on emergent paradigm shifts
and transformative feminist analysis.
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Session 4: Terms of Embodiment: Norms, Modifications, and Technological
Interventions
The Limits of Body Transformation in Women Needing to Acquire a Disability
Alexandre Baril (City University of New York)
This paper explores the limits and boundaries of bodily autonomy, bodily integrity, and disability through
the example of transabled women and the resistance they encounter.
Vaginal Birth Experiences: Contemporary First-Time Mothers' Perceptions of Technology During
Childbirth
Arielle Perrotta (University of Lethbridge)
Drawing on interviews with first-time mothers, who had a vaginal birth within eight months in Southern
Alberta, this paper illuminates women’s experiences of vaginal childbirth, expressed in their terms, with
rich detail that shows the impact medical technology and care, within hospitals, has on women’s
experiences.
'Last Bride Standing': Bordering the Romantic Body in Reality TV Game Shows
Patrycja Wawryka (University of Ottawa)
This paper employs multimodal discourse analysis and draws from the field of feminist geography to
analyze the power relations embedded in the process of bordering romantic bodies in Bridalplasty (2010)
and Bridal Bootcamp (2010). It is argued that only bodies that are obedient, by successfully altering the
space they occupy, are able to permeate the boundaries of the affective zone of romance.

MONDAY MAY 26, 2014/LUNDI le 26 mai 2014
12:15pm – 1:30pm
***
Lunchtime Roundtable/Déjeuner table ronde
Focus on Feminist Journals: Publishing in Precarious Times

Feminist journals are a key site of creative intellectual engagement, disciplinary border making and unmaking, community formation, and collaborative contestation. The state of feminist publishing is
presently in flux, however, due to major technological and economic transformations currently underway
in the publishing industry. This roundtable discussion explores how stakeholders within feminist
publishing maintain their commitment to fostering and expanding dialogue within and beyond Women’s
and Gender Studies while navigating this current publishing climate.
Roundtable participants will include the editors of three Canadian feminist journals: Atlantis, No More
Potlucks, .dpi, and Feral Feminisms. Questions raised and explored will include: How do journals
succeed and fail at speaking to/of/with the discipline of “Gender and Women’s Studies”? In what ways
can journals today act as a vital spring for feminist collaboration, thought and creativity? How can
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journals today navigate the evolving, increasingly online context of publishing? How can journals utilize
new publishing models and technologies towards feminist aims?
Danielle Cooper and Ela Przybylo, on behalf of Feral Feminisms
Nadine Adelaar and Cynthia Spring, on behalf of Guts
Esther Bourdages, on behalf of .dpi
Annalee Lepp and Ann Braithwaite, on behalf of Atlantis
Chair: Sara Rodrigues, on behalf of Feral Feminisms

MONDAY MAY 26, 2014/LUNDI le 26 mai 2014
1:45pm – 3:00pm
Session 1: Intimate Processes: Making Work as Feminist and Queer Collaborative Praxis
I am Cabaret: Collaboration as Intimacy, Variety, Method & Improvised Form
T. L. Cowan (The New School)
This paper theorizes cabaret methodology/subjectivity as a critical orientation that desires collaborative
processes in research, writing, performance and daily work routines over individualized practice;
entanglement, instability and intimacy over solo contemplation, and as a loving-doing-living-makingbeing that produces and is produced by feminist and queer lives.
The Temporality of Research Intimacies: Feminist Considerations
Ilya Parkins (University of British Columbia)
This paper considers what kinds of temporal structures are enabled or supported by research intimacies. It
argues that the creation of subtly different temporal rhythms in the everyday is a relational project, and
that it can be an important and sustaining counterpoint to the kind of temporal colonization that
characterizes academic life.
Parody as Practice: Jo-Anne Balcean and Donna Akrey Re-Cover Album Cover Portraits
Dayna McLeod (Concordia University)
This paper examines Re-Duo, a collaborative portrait-series project by Jo-Anne Balcaen and Donna
Akrey in which the artists restage record album covers from the 60s, 70s, and 80s by casting themselves
as legendary rock-star twosomes. This series and the artists’ practices will further be contextualized
within/against/in-parallel to other feminist collaboration practices.

Session 2: Revisiting Community Engaged Learning Aspirations in WGS
University-Community Engagement in Women's and Gender Studies: Are We Doing Things So
Differently?
Amber Dean (McMaster University)
“Community Engagement” is often steeped in neoliberal and colonial logics, and in this paper I explore
how this framing might impact community-engaged praxis in WGS. I develop this argument
through reflection on a community-engaged WGS graduate course, asking whether we are really doing
things so differently when we in WGS attempt to engage our communities.
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Pedagogical Orientations in Feminist Praxis Meets Job-Readiness?: The Emergence of WorkIntegrated Learning Strategies in Northern Ontario's Universities
Jennifer Johnson (Thorneloe University)
The significance of Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) as forwarded by the Higher Education Quality
Council of Ontario (HECQO) is considered for WGS programs. I argue that WIL is an attempt to breach
an imagined separation between the university/workplace to grapple with the perceived redundancy of
liberal arts and science education as Ontario proposes a differentiation process that may prompt smaller
universities to eliminate programs.
Women Transforming the World /Students and Instructors Transforming the Curriculum: Student
Activism and Community Engaged Learning in Level One Women's Studies at McMaster
University
Karen Balcom (McMaster University)
Julie Gouweloos (McMaster University)
Katherine Killam (McMaster University)
This paper presents results from research on community engaged learning and student activism in a 200student introductory class at McMaster University (WS 1AA3: Women Transforming the World). We
focus on ethical standards in activist work, responsible partnership with community organizations and the
place of student activism in WS in a wider effort to “transform the humanities” at McMaster.

Session 3: Gender, Sexuality and Nation: Reading South Asian Cinematic Narratives
Cinematic Narrative and Gender and Sexual Agency in Bol
Shahnaz Khan (Wilfred Laurier University)
This discussion examines Bol a Lahore based Lollywood film and argues that the film’s cinematic
narrative challenges the modern/traditional binary and confirms them at the same time. The protagonist
Zainab pushes the boundaries of gender agency yet regulates the agency of her hermaphrodite brother as
one who needs charity.
English-Vinglish: Straddling Patriarchal and Linguistic Hegemony
Asma Sayed (Athabasca University)
This paper examines the film English-Vinglish which focuses on women’s role in a society still suffering
from the colonial mindset where people’s worth is judged on the base of their proficiency in English.
While the film received acclaim for its feminist representation of female agency, I would argue that it
does not suggest any radical transformation of women’s social roles.
Beyond Mother India: Exploding or Affirming Gender Stereotypes in Kahaani?
Faiza Hirji (McMaster University)
Women in popular South Asian films tend to occupy familiar roles, including a trope in which women are
essentialized maternal figures representing Mother India. This paper considers the 2012 film Kahaani,
and whether this film offers a significant rupturing of essentialized gender roles through its determined
and surprising heroine, Vidya.
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Session 4: Critical Disabilities Studies
Revealing Permeable Boundaries Among Disability and Feminist Scholars: Exploring 'Care'
Through the Ontario Direct Funding Program
Christine Kelly (University of Ottawa)
This article enters into conversations about “care” among feminist and disability scholars through a
qualitative study of the Ontario Direct Funding program that included 54 interviews with key informants,
service users with disabilities, and attendants.
Understandings of Sexuality and Sexual Expression between Individuals with Intellectual
Disabilities and Direct Care Workers
Alan Santinele Martino (University of Lethbridge)
This is an exploratory study on the attitudes and experiences of intellectually disabled people concerning
their sexual expression and practices and whether and how support workers have affected them. It also
explores the attitudes and experiences of support workers in regards to the sexual expression and practices
of their clients.

MONDAY MAY 26, 2014/LUNDI le 26 mai 2014
3:15pm-4:30pm
Session 1: With an Eye to Race and Gender
David Simon's Representations of Black Womanhood: A Site of Resistance
Maria Arseniuk (University of Ottawa)
Traditional representations of black womanhood in popular culture have typically hinged upon
detrimental and fatalistic portrayals. This paper explores how David Simon’s representations of black
womanhood are a site of resistance and a tool for dismantling ubiquitous biases.
Psychical Landscapes of the Canadian North: Lorene Squire's Nascopie Photographs for The
Beaver Magazine, 1938
Rachel Hurst (St. Francis Xavier University)
This paper reads Lorene Squire's photographs of Indigenous women of the North in relation to portraits of
Squire within the collection of photographs taken by Squire during the 1938 supply run of the ship
Nascopie. I argue that the Squire collection in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives holds complex and
contradictory fantasies of race and gender in the North.
The Blood-Brain Barrier: (Un)Gendering Authority in Reine Pokou by Veronica Tadjo
Jennifer Stafford Brown (Whitworth University)
In Véronique Tadjo’s 2005 novella Reine Pokou, she retells, explores, and subverts the legend of Queen
Abraha Pokou, leader of the Ashanti. By offering different endings for the legend in each chapter, she
also offers transformative stories about gender roles. Tadjo’s political vision asks how to reach childsoldiers; how to empower mothers who may become leaders.
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Session 2: Feminist Mournings (and the Edges of Feminist Story-Telling)
Shadow Feminisms: Radical Feminist Asexualities as Projects of Negation
Ela Przybylo (York University)
Demonstrating that asexuality’s continued neglect by feminists evinces an enduring investment in sex as
liberatory, self-making, and revolutionary, I will argue that an engagement with second wave articulations
of radical asexuality is pivotal to both a more dynamic understanding of second wave writings as to the
decentering and fragmenting of sex.
Feminist Nostalgia: Narratives of Loss in Joan Braderman’s The Heretics
Michelle Meagher (University of Alberta)
This paper examines feminist storytelling in The Heretics (2009, dir. Joan Braderman), a documentary
film centered on the women involved in the founding of the collaboratively published feminist art journal
Heresies: A Feminist Publication on Art and Politics (1977-1993).
Performance Art as the Work of Mourning in Linda Montano’s Mitchell’s Death
Sara Rodrigues (York University)
This paper examines how performance artist Linda Montano does “the work of mourning” (Sigmund
Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia” 1917) in her 1977-1978 piece, Mitchell’s Death. Employing an ethic
that blurs the boundary between art and life, Mitchell’s Death does the work of mourning while also
undoing it: Mitchell’s Death gestures towards Jacques Derrida’s (1994) articulation that mourning is “not
one kind of work among others” but “work itself, work in general.”

Session 3: Queering, Performing, Place Making
Michigan Womyn's Music Festival: Place Making and the Queer Persistence of Feminism
C. J. Rowe (University of British Columbia)
This project draws on the experiences of longtime Festival workers to explore knowledge concerning the
nature of feminism during a time of postfeminism and seeks to explore contemporary conceptions of
sexual citizenship, queer temporality, and the performance of memory as it is linked through
remembrances, performance, and their ritualized tellings (Buckland, 2002; Muñoz, 2009).
Queering Postmemory: An Analysis of Killjoy's Kastle: A Lesbian Feminist Haunted House
Danielle Normandeau (University of Alberta)
This paper investigates Allyson Mitchell’s Killjoy’s Kastle: A Lesbian Feminist Haunted House as a case
study that uncovers traces of past and present discourses surrounding AIDS cultural activism and lesbian
public cultures. By refusing to let go of the memory of past queer activism, Mitchell’s Haunted House
provokes us to consider the fact that lesbophobia, transphobia, and homophobia are still alive and well in
contemporary culture, albeit in new and insidious ways.
Practice Makes Patterns
Kara Stone (Ryerson University)
Rekha Ramachandran (Ryerson University)
Julia Gingrich (Ryerson University)
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The artist-scholars present cultural legacies that are passed down through generational rituals, and
consider how they have each explored this theme through art practice. Looking at the negotiation of
borders in media practices, land, culture, genealogy, and bodies, they take crafting practices, traditionally
considered women's work, and meld them with digital technologies.

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
9:30AM – 10:45AM
Session 1: Biological Labor Across Borders: Transnational Perspectives on Surrogacy,
Egg-Selling/Donation in Feminist Research
On Precarious Labour: Egg Freezing for Cross-border Third-Party Reproduction
Alana Cattapan (York University)
This paper suggests that the transnational market in frozen donor eggs has intensified the alreadymarginalized role of egg donors in third-party reproduction. Despite benefits to using frozen eggs, the
practice works to obscure the health risks associated with donation, and disconnect donors from the
outcomes of their reproductive labour.
At the Intersections of Emotional and Biological Labor: Understanding Transnational
Reproductive Travel and Surrogacy as Social Reproduction
Gillian Crozier (Laurentian University)
Jennifer L. Johnson (Laurentian University)
Christopher Hajzler (University of Otago)
We discuss how women should be compensated for their reproductive labor in the transnational surrogacy
market. Our analysis of fertility clinic price lists reveals numerous ways in which both the biological and
emotional labour of surrogates are contracted for across boundaries of racialization, gender, class and
educational status, complicating the idea of a ‘fair wage’.
A Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis of the Representation of the Surrogate, Egg Donor and
Reproductive Tourist on Canadian and International Medical Broker and Fertility Clinic Websites
Penny Dowedoff (York University)
Using a feminist critical discourse analysis, this paper explores how the reproductive tourist, the surrogate
and egg donor are virtually represented on Canadian and International medical broker and fertility clinic
websites. Many medical broker and fertility clinic websites project an imagery that provides an authentic
identity of place, but at the same time, commodizes it for tourist consumption reflecting desirable
experiences.

Session 2: Epistemological Challenges
Negotiating the Discursive Borders and Epistemological Boundaries of Religious-Feminist Research
Praxis
Vanessa Reimer (York University)
This paper critically investigates the discursive borders and epistemological boundaries that continue to
constrain religious-feminist research praxis in Western academia. It situates these concerns within my
particular experiences as a PhD candidate whose research investigates North American evangelical sexual
purity guidance literature that is written for girls and young women.
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Performing Theory
Jessica Joy Camerson (Western University)
Performing Theory is a cross-media video / essay that explores the relationship between art and theory. It
argues that the traditional academic presentation is already performative, that visual forms of cultural
production constitute legitimate research methodologies, and that the embodiment of the author / artist
always affects audience reception.
Recherche située: les frontières sans frontières de l’académie en France
Carmen Diop (Université Paris)

Cette recherche s’inscrit à la fois dans mon avantage épistémique et dans les débats français sur
la postcolonialité et sur la posture du chercheur en sciences sociales. A travers cette approche
féministe, j’explore la complexité des limites épistémologiques entretenues par la communauté
académique française qui contestent les approches minoritaires.
Session 3: Doing Feminism: Archive, Techne, Event
Doing Feminism in the Network: Twitter Feed Hijacks, Amazon.com Reviews, and the New
Infrastructures of Feminist Activism
Carrie Rentschler (McGill University)
Samantha Thrift (Concordia University)
In this talk, we analyze how feminists utilize social media tools of production and distribution to construct
new infrastructures of feminist critique and activism, mobilizing the derisive laughter that energizes
current feminisms. Humorous social media-based tactics of feminist critique represent an emergent
activist imagination of online media production and distribution.
Free Pussy Riot: Eventful Protest and Feminist Reverberations
Elizabeth Groeneveld (McGill University)
This talk reads the Russian punk band Pussy Riot as a feminist reverberation of Riot Grrrl in order to
examine the imagined, incomplete, and surprising lineages, or “fantasy echoes” as Joan W. Scott argues,
between different social movement phenomena across temporal and geographical spaces.
The Persistence of Space: A Cinema of Gendered Social Life in Transition
Krista Lynes (Concordia University)
This talk examines the cinematic rendering of gendered social space under conditions of social
transformation in two films by Tunisian filmmaker Moufida Tlatli. The narrative space visualized in and
through Tlatli’s cinematic language presents conflicting schemas of ‘women’s time’ in the light of
revolution, globalization and complex kinships.

Session 4: Feminist Media Studies: Activism, Advertising and TV
Canadian Cosmetic Surgery Clinics' Online Advertising Strategies for Female Genital Cosmetic
Surgery
Zipparah Stephenson (Brock University)
This paper critically examines the advertising strategies used by Canadian cosmetic surgery clinics’
websites that offer Female Genital Cosmetic Surgery (FGCS). A feminist visual and discourse analysis is
employed to review and critically assess how Canadian cosmetic surgery clinics’ websites normalize
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female genital surgical interventions through the strategic use of postfeminist and neoliberal discourses of
individual choice, empowerment and self-improvement.
Social Organization on the Web: How sex Worker's Rights Organizations Engage in Online
Activism
Kelsey Ioannoni (Brock University)
This paper aims to highlight the role of websites outlets in the activist/advocacy work conducted by sex
workers rights organizations in Canada. More specifically, it aims to uncover strategies used by sex
workers rights organizations to advocate for change via their organizational websites.
Homophobia and the 'Enlightened' Subject of Teen TV
Wendy Peters (Nipissing University)
Drawing examples from “teen TV” series featuring gay and lesbian characters from the 2010-2011
season, I assert that homophobia is consistently depicted as rare, “regressive” and “passé” (Becker, 2009,
p. 127). In turn, homophobic characters are rendered anachronistic and out-of-step with the otherwise
post-homophobia ethos they exist within. Based on a textual analysis of nine teen TV series, I suggest that
the individuals who are overtly homophobic or strategically mobilize homophobia for their own benefit
fall into one or more of the following categories: non-white characters; immigrant characters; closeted
characters; “out” gay characters; and young heterosexual-identified male “jocks.”

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
11:00am – 12:15pm
Session 1: Using Feminist Methodologies in Community-Based Research to Interrogate
Received Boundaries of Position and Practice
Collaborating with social workers in anti-violence agencies; youth in government care and custody
networks; and street sex-workers in smaller centres, these community researchers and their participants
negotiate shared public spaces. Working within and across institutions invested in preserving social
stratifications, presenters theorize the role of feminist research in revising the messy boundaries of
marked and unmarked experiences in their work and communities.
Proximities and Polarities: Understanding Institutionalized Violence Toward Feminized Labour in
the Non-Profit Industrial Complex
Jane Hebert (Saint Mary’s University)
Front-line workers in Nova Scotia’s anti-violence agencies are isolated materially and epistemologically
by professionalization processes and regulatory management practices. This study mobilizes participatory
anti-colonial feminist methodologies to interrogate client/social worker polarities. Analysis reveals
narratives of accessibility and impossibility that impact capacities of both clients and prevention workers
to confront and transcend structurally persistent forms of poverty.
Pathways: Undertaking Community-Engaged Intersectional Feminist Research with Youth
Transitioning to Adult In(ter)dependence from Government Care
Marie Lovrod (University of Saskatchewan)
The relationship between undervalued women and under-supported children often disappears in the
normative discourses that condition government care and custody practices. This paper draws on two
projects involving diverse youth from care in collaborative research that uses age-appropriate
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intersectional feminist qualitative methods to evaluate potential solidarities in the face of “protections”
that actively discourage public participation.
Playing ‘The Field’: Geo-Social Articulations of Research Relationships and Fieldwork Boundaries
in Community-Based Research with Women in Sex Work
Treena Orchard (Western University)
Conducting ethnographic research in settings where scholars share public and research spaces with
participants can challenge assumptions informing traditional fieldwork. This paper draws on two
community-based projects to articulate the remains of researcher/subject relationships in the landscape of
post-research time and space, in order to imagine new approaches to research relations that take
unanticipated socio-spatial shapes.

Session 2: Imperial Expansion: Terrains of Feminist-Anti-Colonist Struggle
Towards Non-Colonizing Solidarity: Re-Conceptualizing the Boundaries of White Settler
Engagement in Anti-Colonial Struggle
Carol Lynne D’Arcangelis (Memorial University)
In this paper, I re-conceptualise the boundaries of white settler engagement in anti-colonial struggle.
Drawing on auto-ethnographically-informed research and interviews, I explore the “solidarity encounter”
between Indigenous and white women in Canada. After reviewing the often invasive nature of this
encounter, I argue that the boundaries of engagement must be continuously problematized, negotiated and
re-defined to foster non-colonizing solidarity.
Grameen Bank Borrowers Non-formal Adult Learning Transformation in Bangladesh
Kazi Abdur Rouf (CIDEC, University of Toronto)
The objectives of this study are to examine the policies, strategies and approaches of Grameen Motsho
Pashusampad Foundation (GMPF) community economic development (CED) and to link CED concepts
with GMPF activities to determine potential benefits to local poor people in Bangladesh.

Session 3: Roundtable Discussion: Academic Women and the Culture of Busyness
We argue that, while austerity has affected all academic workers, women are especially prone to
overwork under academic neoliberalism. Our interactive roundtable will theorize a culture of busyness
among academic women, and then facilitate an open discussion of the ways we might subvert this culture
and academic labour systems more generally.
Chair: Connie Guberman (University of Toronto)
Dilia Narduzzi (Independent Scholar)
PhebeAnn Wolframe (McMaster University)
Emily Hill (McMaster University)
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Session 4: Against Pathologies
The Biopolitics of Australia's Third 'X' Sex: Pathology, Invisibility, and Intersexuality
Celeste Elizabeth Orr (University of Ottawa)
Australia’s 2011 revised passport policy is seemingly inclusive; it institutionalizes a third sex: X
(Indeterminate/Unspecified/Intersex). However, when viewed as a regulatory mode of biopower
contingent on the authoritative power of doctors, the policy renders intersexuals (re)pathologized
“others,” not full, mobile citizens, and, therefore, (re)legitimizes the two-bodied model and privileges
cisgender embodiments.
Changing Directions or Staying the Course? Sexuality, Gender, Race, and Recovery in Canada’s
Mental Health Strategy
Merrick Pilling (York University)
Canada’s first national mental health strategy, Changing Directions, Changing Lives: The Mental Health
Strategy for Canada (2012) mobilizes recovery as a key concept in ‘changing directions’ in the mental
health system. In this presentation I draw on Changing Directions as well as qualitative interviews
conducted with 37 LGBTQ people in Toronto, Ontario and Winnipeg, Manitoba about their experiences
of mental distress in order to examine the concept of recovery for LGBQT people.
Unbecoming Women: Female Athletes, the Queer Art of Failure and the Future of Sport
Yvonne Becker (University of Alberta)
I will argue that female athletes are, in fact, revealing the constructed nature of gender division by
transgressing boundaries through what can be described as queer performances. Following that I will
describe women’s sport performances through Halberstam’s opportunities of “failing, losing, forgetting,
unmaking, undoing, unbecoming, and not knowing” (p. 2-3) which make sport an ideal space within
which to create new forms of subjectivity and an expanded bodily intelligibility. This becomes the
liberatory space of sport for female athletes.

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
12:45pm – 2:00pm
***

Lunchtime Roundtable/Déjeuner table ronde
Institutionalizing Diversity - Exploring Unintended Consequences

Recent books by Sara Ahmed (On Being Included: Racism and Diversity in Institutional Life, 2012) and
Roderick Ferguson (The Reorder of Things: The University and Its Pedagogies of Minority Difference,
2012) explore the consequences of institutionalizing “diversity” in academia, especially as this institution
has increasingly taken on this mantle as part of its self-promotion and branding. Each author looks at
some of the ways in which the institutionalization of diversity has ironically worked against the very
intentions this move seems to otherwise suggest, containing “difference” precisely through an apparent
institutional attention to it. For programs and curricula focused on inclusion and visibility of identity
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groups and perspectives more traditionally excluded from academia, critiques such as these often cause
consternation. Assumed to be both part of the institution and yet also critical of it, programs such as WGS
(and others like it) certainly desire to make room for and embody “difference”—and yet, such critiques
suggest, they may be failing this project. Using these books as a framework, participants in this
roundtable will investigate particular instances of this tension in WGS, asking how the field, and its
practitioners, now define/refuse/negotiate the often porous boundaries between “diversity” as a site of
critical engagement and “diversity” as an administrative branding or marketing tool. Discussants will
explore some of the implications for WGS and its intellectual and political commitments in light of the
increasing institutional adoption of diversity talk, including: tensions around program naming and
curriculum design—or how to use the same language to different ends; frictions around “us/them” or
“insider/outsider” borders in WGS program management—or how did I become a diversity
“administrator”; and stresses around “indigenizing” WGS—or whose definition(s) of indigeneity are
represented when the university also takes on this focus.
Catherine Orr (Beloit College)
Annalee Lepp (University of Victoria)
Chair: Ann Braithwaite (University of Prince Edward Island)

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
1:00pm – 2:30pm

Cabaret as Translocal Praxis: A Long Table Discussion (co-sponsored with CATR) with
cast of Dirty Plötz
Cabaret—broadly, the satirical variety show—is arguably the most resilient form of grassroots transfeminist, and queer live performance around. Despite the vitality of the form, very little has been said
about contemporary cabaret as praxis—a politically and erotically charged aesthetic and critical practice.
In anticipation of the staging of Dirty Plötz: The Reviled and Revered (Congress Re-dux) in the evening
of May 27th, this Long Table—in which audience members are encouraged to participate—puts theatre
scholars and practitioners in conversation on the topic of contemporary cabaret as method, ethics, and
mode of being.
In this Long Table discussion audience members are invited to engage with the scheduled panelists on the
topic(s) of cabaret as performance, activist and scholarly praxes. We will consider how cabaret operates
as an ethics, epistemology and methodology, especially in politically energized trans- feminist & queer
scenes.
Discussants: T. L. Cowan, Moynan King, Paulie McDermid, Dayna McLeod, Michelle Polak
From the cast of Dirty Plötz: Canon Cook, Tina Fushell, Heather Mclean, Nari, Alexandra
Tigchelaar, Judy Virago

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
2:15pm – 3:30pm
Session 1: Roundtable Discussion: From the 'Why' to the 'How': Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and the Sex-Trafficking Industry
This panel will connect the current discourse on missing and murdered Aboriginal women with the
documentation of sex-trafficking in Canada and across North American borders. Contrary to the common
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belief that human trafficking is found primarily in war-torn or poverty-stricken countries, research shows
that sex-trafficking flourishes equally well on “our native lands.” Our work will connect these statistics
to the national narrative of white, heteronormative masculinity naming, claiming and “civilizing” the
uncharted, virginal territories (read Indigenous bodies and lands).
Chair: Amber Fletcher (University of Regina)
Wendee Kubik (Brock University)
Women who become ensnared in sex trafficking are generally there because they experience the
underlying problems of poverty, racism, and patriarchy within a neoliberal system. A historical overview
of the legacy of colonization, racism and sexism which makes women (particularly Aboriginal women)
vulnerable to violence and sex trafficking in Canada today will be presented.
A. Brenda Anderson (University of Regina)
This presentation traces the work on missing and murdered Aboriginal women from the 2004 Amnesty
International report on “Stolen Sisters” to the 2013 visit from the United Nations in which yet again a call
was made for a national inquiry. Examining the proactive proposals from Sisters in Spirit reports and
laying these alongside the pattern of repeated denials or silence from governmental bodies both historic
and contemporary, it becomes clear that resistance to justice lies in a national commitment to colonization
rather than healing and restitution
Shae Invidiata (Founder of [free-them])
This presentation addresses Canada’s refusal to recognize prostitution as violence against women and
argues that this refusal directly contributes to women and children becoming victims to Human
Trafficking in the sex trade within Canadian borders.

Session 2: Feminist Borders and Boundaries of Southern Alberta: Grad Student
Activists' Experiences
The Womanspace Resource Centre: The Unrecognized Boundaries of Women’s Spaces in
Lethbridge
Anastasia Sereda (University of Lethbridge)
Womanspace Resource Centre, a small grassroots organization, provides women in need with basic
economic security services, allowing these women to exercise agency. I seek to show that even the
smallest activism has the potential to create a difference in women’s lives while making feminist activism
in Southern Alberta visible.
Penetrating Conservative Boundaries: Feminist Reciprocity among University and Community
Organizations
Brittney Adams (University of Lethbridge)
The existence of feminist organizations such as the University Campus Women’s Centre and the YWCA
serve to dispute political and religious Conservative rhetoric. By conceptualizing local feminist activism
as politically salient, I seek to describe how activism exists in southern Alberta by feminist organizations,
and illustrate how particular feminist organizations disrupt Conservative ideologies.
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“We Are Not the Only Feminists in Lethbridge”: Spreading the Word about Feminist Activism and
Research in Lethbridge
Karissa Patton (University of Lethbridge)
The activist radio show Those Feminists! promotes research and activism that focuses on women,
LBGTTQQA issues, feminism, body positivity, reproductive rights, current events, and international
events. Patton will highlight the significance of the show as an important part of exposing the strong
feminist collective in the University and local communities of Lethbridge, AB.
Boundaries within Scholarly Settings: Maintaining Feminism within Multidisciplinary Programs
Arielle Perrotta (University of Lethbridge)
The University of Lethbridge offers the Individualized Multidisciplinary Master of Arts (IMMA) program
in order to provide students with a range of scholarly perspectives and courses. This paper will explore
both the benefits and the challenges with “finding” and maintaining a feminist voice and perspective in a
multidisciplinary setting, such as the IMMA.

Session 3: Trans*: Intimacies, Borders, Semiotics
The Semiotics of Trans
Darryl B. Hill (City University of New York)
Postmodern semiotics laid the groundwork for a strong attack on the reality of signs, and by implication,
the reality of gender and sex identities. Breaking down boundaries between signifier and signified, these
philosophers destabilized the meaning of bodies, significations of sex and gender, and connections to
identity, and emphasizes the role signs play in the construction of identities.
Trans-Scalar Intimacies: Viral ‘Sex’ Beyond Boundaries
Melissa Autumn White (University of British Columbia)
Drawing on trans- and queer feminist methodologies, this paper interprets the cross-species virus as
a mobile living archive of migratory encounters at the human/non-human border. Following the virus-asmobile-archive around opens new questions for feminist theorists of geopolitical and affective economies
of scale.
Gender Borders with Boundaries: Khusras in Pakistan
Elli Dehnavi (University of Alberta)
Kiss the Moon (2009) by Khalid Gill is the first documentary on khusras in Pakistan. It follows the
members of a khusra family in their private and public life and offers an intimate depiction of their hopes,
fears, and sorrows. This paper takes the documentary as its main text for analysis and explores the
complexities of khusra in the traditional society of Pakistan that has a classical patriarchal structure. It
warns against celebrating the existence of this third gender from a universal liberal perspective, draws
attention to the absence of female-to-male transgenders from the scene, and shows how it exists in the
service of a patriarchal culture.
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Session 4: Securing the Nation: Adapting Diagnostic Labels and Labor for Citizenship

and Immigration
Threats to the Nation? Canadian Security Rhetoric on Race, Gender, and Disability
Nadia Kanani (York University)
This paper reflects on how Canadian nationalist rhetoric about threats to public health and safety draw on
the mutually constituted conceptualizations of race, gender and disability. In addition, this paper
historicizes these discourses and considers how they have been used in establishing and maintaining the
boundaries of the Canadian settler-colonial state.
Historicizing Abled-Nation Building: A Borderless Perspective on Immigration and the Oath of
Citizenship
Sona Kazemi (York University)
Using discourse analysis and autoethnography, this paper explores how the Canadian citizenship studyguide is constitutive of "abled-nation building." The author also reviews literature on the "Eugenic
Atlantic" to historicize the relationship between colonialism, nation-building, and biological discourses of
exclusion.
The Cost of Harmful Behavior is Inadmissible
Louise Tam (Rutgers University)
Research on immigration and public health tends to focus on medically verifiable, infectious diseases
such as TB as examples for grounds of inadmissibility. Scholars rarely consider how pathologies are
actively constructed in the securitization of state borders. This paper analyzes the CDC’s (2010)
Technical Instructions for Medical Examinations of Aliens in the United States and argues that the
boundaries of citizenship are at stake in psychiatry’s neoliberal and racialized conceptions of “harmful
behavior.”

TUESDAY MAY 27, 2014/MARDI le 27 mai 2014
3:45pm-5:00pm
Session 1: Nostalgia and Knowledge: Charting the Contours of Insider/Outsider
Affective Attachments
Nostalgia and Feminist Knowledge(s): New Directions for Feminist Acts of Remembering
Heather Hillsburg (Lakehead University)
Feminist thinkers have been critical of nostalgia, often arguing that nostalgia is tied to idealized
constructions of the home. Drawing from scholars such as Svetlana Boym and John Su, this paper revisits these debates, and proposes an alternative framework to recuperate nostalgia for feminist projects.
The Boundaries of Desire: Class Mobility and Interracial Intimacy in Post-War Domestic Space
Cassel Busse (McMaster University)
Using the 1961 British film Flame in the Streets as a case study, this paper examines the well-worn
representation of racist opposition within the white working-class through the critical lens of feminist and
affect theories, exploring the “feminine” space of the working-class home as a contact zone for both the
wearing-out of pursuits of respectability and the tensions and intimacies of post-war migration.
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Session 2: Reflecting on the Student Body
Minding the Gap: Teaching Gender and Education as an Undergraduate Course at a FaithBased Institution
Allyson Jule (Trinity Western University)
This paper describes and discusses the current complexities with teaching a gender and education course
at a private liberal arts university in Western Canada and the gap between the need for such a course and
the lack of priority for gender studies courses in teacher education.
Bordered Bodies, Preference Patrols: The Textual Production of Sex in Institutional Environments
Katie Aubrecht (Mount Saint Vincent University)
In this presentation I share my exploration of a paradox within the University of Toronto newsletter The
Student Body, Mind, and Spirit. Within the text the variegated appearance of women students’ curiosities,
ambivalences, and concerns related to sex and sexuality are used to contextualize the production of a need
for a universal definition of sex.
Crossing Borders: Partners of International Students
Ilaria Pivi (Memorial University)
The International Students Advising Office (ISA) at Memorial University provides services for
international students and for their partners. This presentation is based on my fieldwork at the ISA, and
focuses on partners of international students' needs and structural impediments that they face in the
community of St. John’s.

Session 3: Exploring Diverse Sites of Resistance
Gendering Climate Extremes: Canadian Farm Women Respond to Flood and Drought
Amber J. Fletcher (University of Regina)
Climate change scenarios indicate the risk of increasingly frequent and severe climate events, such as
flood and drought, in the future. Drawing on interviews with 30 Saskatchewan farm women, this paper
examines the gender dimensions of past climate extremes in the Canadian prairies and suggests policy
implications for future adaptation.
Gendered Embodiment of 'Evil': Thinking Through Disability in Guyana
Savitri Persaud (York University)
This paper critically examines questions of tradition, modernity, citizenship, and personhood through an
intersectional analysis of two case studies of violence against disabled female gendered subjects in
Guyana, both of whom were depicted as demonic figures in traditional Caribbean folklore. This study
analyzes the process through which the disabled bodies of an elderly woman and a girl come to be
perceived as manifestations of 'evil'.
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Session 4: 'Beyond the Borders of Feminist Standpoint', 'Beyond the Boundaries of the
Normal'
Crossing and Blurring Boundaries: Trans Standpoint Theory and Practices
Gabrielle Bouchard (Concordia University)
Standpoint theory has played an important role in the conceptualization of what would be a better, less
biased understanding of the world. This presentation will propose a theoretical and activist Trans
Standpoint from where challenges and resistance can expend and blur the boundaries of gender and
sexuality policies and practices.
Standpoint in Cyberspace: Constructing Disability in Online Fanfiction Communities
Catherine Duchastel de Montrouge (York University)
Disabled fanfiction producers have challenged the representations of disability in fandoms and fan works,
and have shared their embodied lived experience as disabled people to challenge knowledge about
disability. The contribution of disabled fans exists at the margins of different realities and can illustrate
the limits and possibilities of standpoint theory.
Standpoint as Research Practice: Connecting Disability to Racialized Spaces and Bodies in Canada
Fiona N. Cheuk (York University)
Feminist standpoint theory has the potential to challenge master narratives of whiteness within disability
studies. Through the narratives of Chinese-Canadians with disabilities, this presentation explores
relationships between race, gender, and disability from their standpoint. It highlights ruptures, tensions,
and fluidity between social identities and contextualizes them in Canadian politicized spaces.
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Co-sponsored Sessions/ Séances parrainées conjointement:
24 May, 3:15 to 4:45 p.m. in Thistle Complex 245
ACCUTE Keynote
Stephen Guy-Bray
"Greek Designs: The Queerness of Paraphrase."
Monday, May 26th, 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. in Thistle-325
Canadian Association for Food Studies presents:
"Food, Fat, Morality and Mortality: Collaborating Toward Justice"
Keynote address by Dr. Kathleen LeBesco
This keynote address by Kathleen LeBesco (Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Marymount
Manhattan College) will explore historical antagonisms between scholars and activists working
for healthy, sustainable food systems and critical obesity scholars and activists. Dr. LeBesco will
examine what is at stake for fat North Americans caught in the competing rhetorics of individual
responsibility and the obesogenic environment that play out in food studies, public health
movements, and public policy. Finally, she will propose ways of exploiting common ground to
move toward food justice.
Kathleen LeBesco is Associate Dean for Academic Affairs at Marymount Manhattan College,
where she recently served as Professor of Communication Arts and Distinguished Chair. She is
the author of Revolting Bodies? The Struggle to Redefine Fat Identity, co-author of Culinary
Capital, and co-editor of Bodies Out of Bounds? Fatness and Transgression, Edible Ideologies:
Representing Food and Meaning, The Drag King Anthology. Her work concerns food and
popular culture, fat activism, disability and representation, working class identity, and queer
politics.
Interdisciplinary sessions on Feminism at Congress2014: What is the potential of Canadian
feminist research within the scholarly and political contexts of 2014?
Four session focus attention on the potentials of Canadian feminist research within the changed
scholarly and political contexts of 2014. Panelists will bring diverse perspectives and
experiences to this discussion of the contributions, challenges and relevance of feminist social
analysis in varied contexts. The sessions will present and discuss emerging questions such as:
What makes methods and methodologies feminist? Are feminist methodological critiques of
scholarship still required? What feminist approaches need to be invented to address
contemporary and future issues? What are the major methodological approaches and insights
that would be useful to other feminist scholars? What are the new research designs that are
required to respond current challenges for women in contemporary world? These questions will
be addressed though the following four sessions:
1. Potentialities of Feminist Research – Hosted by the Canadian Association for Social
Work Education
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What is the potential of Canadian feminist research within the scholarly and political contexts of
2014? Collectively, these diverse papers highlight features of holistic and transformational
feminist analysis. They include: a grounded critique of the existing patterns within social work,
based on participatory research with Indigenous women; an analysis of a women’s organizational
culture and its feminist expertise; and an analysis of reproductive justice strategies for change.
Individually and together, the findings question the predominant individualized approach of
Social Work or current institutions in working with ‘targeted’ women, both in Canada and
abroad. As an alternative, the authors suggest the use of a more actor-oriented perspective,
grounded in women’s current relational experiences.
Time and Date: Tuesday, May 27, 15:30 – 17:00 (3:30 – 5:00 PM)
Location: Thistle Complex, Room 259, Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario.
Co-chairs: Marleny Bonnycastle (CASWE-ACFTS) and Linda Christiansen-Ruffman (CSASCS)
Papers:
 Jessica Shaw (Social Work, U of Calgary, Calgary)- Reproductive Justice as a Feminist
Epistemology
 Rebecca Godderis (Society, Culture & Environment, Wilfrid Laurier U, Brantford), Joanna
Brant (Sexual Assault Centre, Brant), Emily Finnie (RA & Intern) - Articulating, Promoting,
and Assessing Feminist Expertise
 Karen Dullea (Social Work, University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad &
Tobago)- Challenging a limited knowledge
2. Potentialities in Feminist Methodologies: Challenges and Innovations - Hosted by
Canadian Sociology Association
Feminists have long been known for raising new and significant analytic questions, challenges
and innovations in addressing methodological issues in scholarship. The very different paper
topics in this session all address the challenges of inferential methodological translations related
to analytic contexts – from embodied movement into written text, from quantitative analysis into
feminist interpretive frames and from interview data into racialized and sexualized social
analysis that is required for interpretation. These papers all reflect on some potentialities of
feminist methodologies in the addressing of both long standing and emergent research questions,
as well as the innovations and challenges entailed by their use.
Time and Date: Wednesday, May 28, 9:00-10:30
Location: Vallee 300
Co-chairs: Ann Denis (Sociology & Anthropology, U of Ottawa, Ottawa) and Linda
Christiansen-Ruffman (Sociology and Criminology, Saint Mary’s U, Halifax)
Papers:
 Krista Banasiak (Sociology, York U, Downsview)- On Translating Movement into Text
 Tracy A. Smith-Carrier (Education, King’s College, Western U, London) - Quantitative
Feminist Research? Exploring the Possibilities
 Katerina Deliovsky (Sociology, Brock U, St. Catherine’s)- Reflection on Analyzing ‘White’
Femininity: Methodological Challenges and Dilemmas
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3. Feminist Methodologies – Reflections on the Use of Feminism, Standpoint and
Institutional Ethnography - Hosted by Canadian Sociological Association
The authors of these papers reflect on some of the implications of feminist methodologies and
analysis using women’s standpoints, considering women’s everyday life experiences, and
conducting institutional ethnography. The individual papers, each based on academic
experiences, address specific questions - the dilution of feminism that may result from
inclusivity, the reconciliation of feminist intentions with research results, and ‘relations of ruling’
from the perspectives of decolonizing and queer theories. Together they address both practical
and fundamental features of feminist methodologies.
Time and Date: Wednesday, May 28 – 1:45-3:15
Location: Vallee 300
Chair: Linda Christiansen-Ruffman (Sociology & Criminology, Saint Mary’s U, Halifax)
Papers:
 Pauline Phipps (History & Women’s Studies, U of Windsor) - Feminist Frameworks: Should
Women’s Standpoint Still Stand?
 Krista Whitehead (General Education, Mount Royal , Calgary U)- Intentions vs Results:
Navigating Data, Methods and Findings in Feminist Research
 Alison Fisher (Education, York U, Downsview) - Challenging the racial and (hetero)sexual
subtexts of ‘Ruling Relations’: Institutional Ethnography, Decolonization and Queer Theory
4. Feminist Methodologies – Media and Discourse- Hosted by Canadian Sociology
Association
Using a feminist lens, each of these papers addresses issues of the raced, gendered and
sexualized discourses transmitted by the media, and the media’s difficulty in articulating the
complex intersectional nature of gender, equity and rights.
Time and Date: Wednesday, May 28, 3:30-5:00 pm
Location: Vallee 300
Chair: Ann Denis (Sociology & Anthropology, U of Ottawa, Ottawa)
Papers
 Funke Oba (Social Work, Wilfrid Laurier U, Waterloo)- Feminism Advancing Masculinities
Evolution: A Critical Theoretical and Discursive Analysis of Black Masculinity Discourses
 Risma Johal (Sociology, Simon Fraser U, Burnaby) - Feminists and the Image of Women in
the Media
 Rebecca Collins-Nelsen (Sociology, McMaster U, Hamilton) & Julie Gouweloos (Sociology,
McMaster U, Hamilton) - Feminist Intersectionality Meets Public Discourse: York University
and the Balance of Rights
Co-sponsored by:
 Canadian Association for Social Work Education (CASWE/ACFTS);
 Canadian Association for the Study of Women and Education (CASWE/ACEFE);
Canadian Committee on Women’s History (CCWS/CCHF)
 Canadian Political Science Association (CPSA/ACSP)
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 Canadian Sociology Association (CSA/SCS)
 Women and Gender Studies et Recherches Féministes (WGSRF)
 Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW/ICREF)
OTHER SESSIONS BY PARTICIPATING ASSOCIATIONS OF PARTICULAR
INTEREST TO FEMINISTS
Canadian Committee on Women’s History (part of CHA)
See the CHA web site or information table at Congress for location (information not yet
available).
Monday, May 26, 15.15 – 16.45
32. Women and the Law / Les femmes et la loi.
Animator / Animatrice: Joan Sangster (Trent University) Bettina Bradbury (Glendon College,
York University):
Mary Ann Blatchford Contests against her Husband’s Will in the 19th Century Cape Colony
Shelley Gavigan (Osgoode Hall, York University): Criminal Law, Gendered Relations, and
Gendering Practices in a Nineteenth Century Western Canadian Lower Court
Dominique Clément (University of Alberta): Sex Discrimination and the Origins of the Human
Rights State in Canada, 1953-1984
Lori Chambers (Lakehead University): Fathers and the Relinquishment of Newborns for
Adoption
Monday, May 26, 16.45–18.15
41. A Scholarly Tribute to Bettina Bradbury, Feminist Historian of the Family: A
Roundtable Discussion/ Hommage à Bettina Bradbury, historienne féministe de la famille :
une table ronde.
Animator / Animatrice : Magda Fahrni (UQAM) Dominique Marshall (Carleton University)
Mary Anne Poutanen (Concordia University) Liz Millward (University of Manitoba) Jarett
Henderson (Mount Royal University)
Canadian Political Science Association
http://www.cpsa2014event.ca/2014sessions.php If you select N - Women, Gender and Politics,
under Session Category, it will take you to the list of papers in the Intersectionality in Austere
Times workshop, as well as the papers in the regular Women, Gender and Politics stream. There
may still be some last-minute shifting around, but this is close to the final version.
Canadian Sociological Association/Société canadiannne de sociologie
http://www.csa-scs.ca/files/webapps/csapress/annualconferences/category/sessions/feminist-sociology/ - lists all sessions the CSA has identified as
‘feminist sociology’ (which are often, also, in other thematic categories). Papers are listed within
each session. The list includes the 4 interdisciplinary feminist sessions which the participating
associations have organized.
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Niagara Dining Guide/ Guide des restaurants de Niagara
La Scala (Italian)

9 Queen St., St. Catharines

www.lascalaristorante.ca

Mele Trattoria (Italian)

26 Church St., St. Catharines

http://www.meletrattoria.com

Wind (Japanese & Thai)

131 King St., St. Catharines

http://windrestaurant.com

Toi (urban Vietnamese)

12 Queen St., St. Catharines

www.toirestaurant.com

Cafe Garibaldi

375 St. Paul St., St. Catharines

http://www.cafegaribaldi.ca/

Carlos Mexican Catina

204 St. Paul St. E., St. Catharines

http://www.carloscantina.com/

Chains
The Keg

344 Glendale Ave., St. Catharines

http://www.kegsteakhouse.com

Johnny Roco’s

271 Merritt St., St Catharines

http://johnnyroccos.com/

Outside of St. Catharines
Sweet and Savoury

3770 Bridgewater St., Chippewa

http://www.savouryandsweet.com/

Terrior La Cachette
(pricy but nice)

Strewn Winery

http://lacachette.com/

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING
ACCESSIBILITY, ACCOMMODATIONS, LOCAL
AMENITIES, PARKING, AND TOURISM, PLEASE
CONSULT CONGRESS 2014 ONLINE AT
http://congress2014.ca/home
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